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PREFACE

The Nuclear Science and Technology Branch Report is an annual
technical report dealing with work done in a twelve month period ending
on September 30th of each year.

The report is issued in several volumes, each recording the tech-
nical effort within broaa areas of responsibility as follows:

AAEC/PRM-P Power and Energy Program
AAEC/PRUU-U Uranium Fuel Cycle Program
AAEC/PRUU-N Nuclear Science and Applications Program
AAEC/PRUU-D Divisional Research
AAEC/PRUU-S Site Management Program

The contributions to each report are made by Research Divisions,
Research Sections, and Site Management Departments where appropriate.
Wherever possible the names of staff responsible for each project are
indicated.

K.H. TATE
Controller, Site Information Services
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PART I - RADIOISOTOPES
(Chief of Division - J.G. Clouston)

1. RADIOISOTOPE PRODUCTION AUD DISTRIBUTION SERVICES (U. Engelbert)

1.1 Radiation Source Production

Teletherapy C6balt-60
(E.L.R. Hetherington, R.R. Glover)

During 1977, three cobalt-60 teletherapy sources were manufactured
with a total activity of 20 000 curies (7UO TBq). A source of 9̂ 00
curies (3U8 TBq) sold to the Perth Radiological Clinic was the most
intense teletherapy source yet produced by the Commission.

The computer program, used to monitor 60Co production, was modified
to permit continuous updating of production costs as well as total
stocks. Stocks at the end of the period were 166 000 curies (6.15 pBq).

Ytterbium-l69 Radiography Sources
(N.R. Wood)

Ytterbium-l69 radiography sources developed by the Commission are
being sold to a manufacturer of radiography equipment in West Germany.
Two sources have been delivered to date and the regular supply of 6 Ci
(222 GBq) sources is being arranged.

School Sources
(R.R. Glover)

The design of school sources has been modified to simplify manu-
facture. Irradiated 60Co discs are now used in the gamma sources while
imported sealed foil sources are to be used in the 2<llAm alpha sources
and the 90Sr beta sources. These discs and foils replace sources pre-
pared from evaporated solutions baked into metal planchets.

Implant Sources
(E.L.R. Hetherington, R.R. Glover)

By Government decision, the Australian Radiation Laboratory will
cease to supply radon implants for medical and veterinary application
and the Commission will provide a substitute service by offering 198Au
implants from early 1978 onwards. Non-permanent implants and surface
treatment sources will be supplied in the form of activated gold wire,
while platinum-coated gold grains will be supplied for permanent im-
plants .

Zinc-65 Sources for Mineral Analysis
(U. Engelbert, E.L.R. Hetherington, R.R. Glover)

The Radioisotope Applications Section requires high specific activity
65Zn for use in mineral analysis. A method has been devised for
irradiating the target 6l*ZnO in the two-inch vertical rigs in HIFAR,
used primarily for Co production, to a specific activity of 5 curies
(185 GBq) per gram 65Zn. The method will be tested in a trial irradiation
over several reactor periods.



The design of the irradiation box will minimise disruption to 60Co
activation and minimise the 65Zn production cost.

1.2 Radiopharmaceutical Products (H.H. Brian, J. Robson,
R.S. Davis)

The most significant development during the year was a Cabinet
decision directing ARL to withdraw from its involvement in the pro-
duction, procurement and distribution of radiopharmaceuticals; these
responsibilities are now vested in the Commission and, where appropriate,
in the local agents for foreign producers. This decision led to a
considerable strengthening of the AAEC production personnel (13 positions),
the construction of many new major plant items to cope with the increased
demand, and establishment of revised work programs which include total
shift operation for each day of the week. This change was phased in
gradually during 1977 and will be completed by 1st January 1978.

The demand for radiopharmaceuticals has increased across the whole
range of items but, as in the previous year, the major growth area has
been in the 99mTc products. New production plant development has
focused on an increase of production capacity in respect of " xc
solution and fission produced 99Mo. Special equipment was also developed
and commissioned to cope with an increasing dispensing effort for 131I
therapeutic and diagnostic application.

2. QUALITY CONTROL OF RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

2.1 Chemical, Biological and Pharmacological Control
(K.J. Farrington)

All aspects of the quality control of radiopharmaceutical products
have continued to be performed according to the requirements set out in
the Australian Code of Good Manufacturing Practice for Therapeutic
Substances.

The search for new testing methods has continued in the hope of
improving precision and reducing the time spent on performing the tests.

The Quality Control Group has also assisted in the resolution of a
number of production difficulties.

2.2 Physical Quality Control (N.R. Wood, N. Blagojevic)

The most significant advance in physical quality control has been
the acquisition of a k096 channel gamma spectrometer with direct access
bo the IBM360 computer via the Serial Multi-User Terminal (SMUT) line
for data processing. An analysis can be performed interactively with
the computer from a remote video terminal.

Analysis? may be part of the routine quality control procedure to
measure radionuclidic purity or for the identification of unknown radio-
nuclides. Computer methods have been developed for accessing gamma ray
libraries in identification work.

Gamma impurities are readily detected and identified. However,
alpha contamination in fission product " TC is difficult to determine



and, at the levels involved, an indirect method must Toe used. Samples
being analysed for the alpha emitter 239Pu are irradiated in Moata. The
presence of fissionable nuclides, assumed to be alpha emitters, is
indicated by counting delayed neutrons. It has been found that 239Pu
contamination is less than the limit of detection for fie technique.
However, no absolute level has been established. The accuracy of the
method is affected by the presence of some 235U in the sample.

The presence of 239Pu can be inferred from the presence of its
parent 23 Np. The levels are of the order of 10"8 per cent at the time
of injection.

To avoid the production of 239Pu from the activation of 238U it is
proposed to use highly enriched (> 90 per cent) 235U targets in place of
the present 1.83 per cent enriched material (see Section U).

3. DEVELOPMENT OF MEW RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

3.1 BrOMEDDHA

Since this compound exists in three stereo-isomeric forms (d-, 1-
and meso-) a considerable effort was made to separate the different
forms and ascertain differences in biological action and toxicity. This
work is not quite finished but it appears that all three forms behave in
an identical fashion following intravenous injection into laboratory
animals and that there are only marginal differences in toxicity.

It is hoped that following applications to the Commonwealth Depart-
ment of Health, approval will be given for the commencement of clinical
trials on humans by the middle of 1978.

3.2 Macroaggregated Human Serum Albumin

Data on this product are being generated in preparation for clinical
trials.

3.3 PHYTEC

A full submission to the Commonwealth Department of Health for
approval to commence clinical trials was lodged in October 1976 and
rejected in December 1976, because insufficient or unverifiable data on
the toxic effects of repeated administration (chronic toxicity) were
included in the original submission.

As a result chronic toxic effects are being determined over a wide
range of doses of daily injections of PHYTEC in a colony of pigs, in
cooperation with the Department of Surgery, Prince Henry Hospital,
Sydney. In the experimental work on live animals, the effect of the
repeated injections on pulse rate, blood pressure, blood biochemistry,
and Imematology is being examined and, in post mortem examinations, the
presence of gross or microscopic tissue lesions is bein& sought. In
this work, assistance is also being given by the Radiation Biology
Research Section in the preparation of histological specimens, by the
Department of Medicine, University of Sydney, in the examination of
histological specimens, and by a commercial pathology laboratory.



3.1» Chromatographic Technetium-99m Generators

The study of factors influencing the performance of 99D1Tc genera-
tors has been continued and it is now apparent that the fall-off in
efficiency is not only due to the presence of hydrated electrons. More
recent experiments have shown that reduced efficiency is caused by a
combination of ra.diolysis effects and the presence of chloride icns in
the system. If the generator is operated in a fashion which either
pppvenges the hydrated electron? as they are being formed or redtices the
concentration of chloride ions in the system, the efficiency of sepa-
ration of " xc from 99Ho is maximised. Hydrated electrons may be
scavenged by additives in the eluant or to the alumina bed; chloride
ion concentration can be reduced by expelling residual eluant in the
generator with air or nitrogen, by washing the generator bed with water
after the elution process or by substituting sodium perchlorate or
sodium sulphate solutions for the normal saline eluant.

3-5 Radiopharmacodynami c s

This work, now strengthened by the appointment of a veterinary
scientist to the group, has continued with major emphasis being placed
on the generation of data necessary before clinical trials can be started.

3.6 Effort Associated with Obtaining Approval for Clinical Use of
Radiopharmaceuticals

The scope of the information required by the Commonwealth Depart-
ment of Health before approval is given to use a new drug on humans, is
beyond the resources of the AAEC and it is necessary to seek the assis-
tance of external specialists. A considerable effort is expended in the
organisation and timetabling of the complex testing programs.

I). CONTAINMENT OF ACTIVATION TARGETS AND RADIATION SOURCES
(E.L.R. Hetherington, E.J. Lee)

The most important project in this category was the development of
an improved UOa irradiation system for the production of 99Mo from
uranium fission. Increased production requirements have necessitated
further increases in the mass of UOa irradiated per processing run.
Individual cans originally used for irradiation of 8 grams of UQz have
been uprated to hold 16 grams. Alternative canning styles proposed by
Engineering Services Department have not yet been accepted by Reactor
Operations Department.

It is proposed to replace the low enrichment U02 by Z3S\} enriched
to greater than 90 per cent, also as the oxide, but in a magnesium oxide
matrix to facilitate handling and to assist heat transfer during the
irradiation. Trials have commenced to determine the post-irradiation
properties of the irradiated MgO. If the trials are successful, targets
containing 23SU02 will be investigated.

5. ACTIVATION AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES (E.L.R. Hetherington,
N.R. Wood)

Following the takeover of production responsibilities from ARL,
certain measurement procedures have been adapted to meet new requirements.



In particular 131i can now be measured with an accuracy of ± 5 per
cent subject to a similar dispensing accuracy being maintained.

An AAEC-ARL intercomparison was carried out to establish uniformity
in the measurement of 32P by the two organisations and users.

6. GAMMA AMD ELECTRON BEAM IRRADIATION SERVICES

6.1 Garr:a Irradiation Pond (J.H. Polton)

As predicted, the demand for service irradiations was beyond the
capacity of available staff. Priorities were established and manu-
facturers encouraged to use commercial irradiation plants better adapted
to routine bulk irradiations. Research workers were instructed in
carrying out loading and unloading operations for themselves, and another
self-service facility for small samples was installed. Increasing use
of the 60Co rigs rather than the fuel element positions has simplified
programming.

The major throughput of material is now animal food for the Research
Establishment's animal house and the CSIRO's McMaster Laboratory animal
farm at Badgery's Creek. Irradiation services completed totall' 2002
(1751)* of which 768 (66k) were for Commission projects and 12_,<. (u.087)
were for external organisations. The volume of material irradiated for
external organisations was 1»9 (U8) cubic metres with revenue of $6551
($5771).

6.2 GATRI (J.H. Bolton)

The GATRI facility was used for research irradiations at high
pressures late in 1976 and early in 1977. Experimental equipment has
been installed to enable samples to be given gamma radiation inter-
mittently at frequencies ranging from 0.005 to 20 revolutions per
second. This technique will be used in certain kinetic investigations.
Further use of the facility awaits the replacement of the original
shield door which has been jamming. The new shield door has been cast
and is being fitted with a motor drive.

6.3 Electron Beam Irradiation Service (N.A. McAskill)

There was a heavy demand from both university research workers and
Commission staff for electron beam irradiations using the 1.3 MeV Van de
Graaff electron accelerator.

The machine was shut down for two months for a program of extensive
remodelling by AINSE and AAEC staff. The improvements being made include
a new system of multiple flight tubes and the associated switching
magnet, a new and upgraded vacuum pumping system and several malor
improvements in the electronic control and data collection systems.
Most of the new equipment needed was purchased by AINSE and has been
installed and tested. The new switching magnet system enables a rapid
change to be made between pulsed beam experiments and most of the steady
beam rigs. Workers using different rigs will now be abls to work con-
secutive shifts, thus providing freer access to the accelerator for all

* The figures in parentheses are those for the previous year.



groups. A PDP11 on-line computer has now been connected directly to the
spectrophotometric analysis system to store and process kinetic and
other data, thus relieving the operator of much of the tedium of measure-
ment and calculation and providing almost instant results.

6.U Routine Dosimetry Service (R.W. Matthews)

From 1st October 1976 to 30th September 1977. approximately 270
ceric-cerous dosimeters were supplied and measured for a number of
private companies using high energy ionising radiation for the steri-
lisation of materials. The work involved approximately 8U manhours and
the revenue was approximately $1700.

7. RADIOISOTOPE CONSULTATIVE SERVICES

7.1 Consultative Services - Gamma Irradiation (D.F. Sangster,
P.A. Wills)

Several queries have been received about the use of radiation
either for sterilisation or for chemical) processing. Many of these are
concerned with the behaviour of polymers under irradiation or with
quarantine control. Recent recommendations that irradiation of certain
foods be given unconditional clearance could result in more interest in
this subject.

7.2 Advising and Consulting - Applications Research Section

The number of requests for the Commission's advisory and consulting
service on industrial applications is increasing. In addition to the
completed work described below, feasibility studies have been undertaken
on identification of specific coated steel materials; development of
instrumentation and techniques for locating and measuring buried radio-
isotope sources; residence time of materials in silos, ore digesters
and ore roasters; level gauging; and the long term tracing of sand
movement.

Wear Testing for Lucas Industries and RAAF
(j. Easey, A. Davison, P. Crabbe, B.W. Seatonberry)

Work was undertaken for the RAAF and Lucas Industries Australia Ltd
to develop a technique for testing the wear behaviour of components of a
burner flow control unit in the fuel pumping systems of the Rolls Royce
Viper engine which powers the Macchi jet trainer. The effect of additives
in the aviation fuel on the wear of two components in the control unit
was studied.

Explosive Fuse Testing for ICI Auptralia Ltd
(J. Easey, A. Davison, P. Crabbe, B.W. Seatonberry)

An on-line instrument was designed and built for ICI Australia Ltd
to monitor the concentration of a metal stearate component in experi-
mental mixes of an explosive fuse. Variations in the concentration of
the stearate were thought to be causing problems in the ignition of the
fuse. Tests using our instrument showed conclusively that the manu-
facturing process provided satisfactory mixing and no significant
concentration variations were observed in over 2500 m of experimental
fuse.



Dispersion Studies for Pancontinental Mining Ltd
(P.L. Airey, J. Easey, A. Davison)

Work was undertaken t'or Pancontinental Mining Ltd to provide
further information about the Magela Creek flood plain near Jabiluka
Billabong (NT). The information was required to aid the company in the
design of effluent release systems from its proposed mining operations.

Six radioisotope releases were made, two involving 198Au and four
involving 99mTc. The 198Au was used to follow the behaviour of the
suspended sediment in the flood waters while the technetium was used to
follow the behaviour of solutes.

Leak Testing for GSR Chemicals Ltd
(A. Davison, J. Easey, B.W. Seatonberry, P. Crabbe)

Radioisotope testing was undertaken for C8R Chemicals Ltd for a
suspected leak from a closed cycle oil-filled heat exchanger into a
reaction vessel used for plasticiser preparation. A heat-stable oil
soluble 99T?c complex was prepared and used for this work. This is the
first time this material has been used anywhere for this type of work.
No leakage of oil was detected in the heat exchanger system. The sensi-
tivity of detection was better than one part in 107.

(J.

Dispersion Studies for the Metropolitan Water Sewerage
and Drainage Board

Easey, A. Davison, B.W. Seatonberry, P. Crabbe, J.D. Brown)

The MWS&DB requested work to be done on a study of the dispersion
and movement of the grease content of sewage released at the ocean
outfall at Malabar, NSW. The grease in the sewage was labelled with
198Au and in two experiments on one particular sewage fraction the
dispersion and movement of the grease was monitored from the ocean
outfall.

PART II - COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES

(Manager, Commercial Applications, - C.D.G. Shaw)

1. RADIOISOTOPE SALES

Sale and distribution of short-lived radiopharmaceuticals, par-
ticularly those based on 99tnTc, has continued to be the major commitment
of the Technical Sales Group. This activity accounts for more than 85
per cent of the deliveries (and income), and the market growth rate
exceeded 15 per cent per annum throughout the year. Regular daily
deliveries of AAEC-produced " TPc radiopharmaceuticals are made to U5
nuclear medicine centres throughout Australia. In 1977» as reported
elsewhere, the Commission has been engaged in assuming from ARL the res-
ponsibility for the supply of AAEC products. (Formerly some were supplied
in bulk to ARL for dispensing and distribution.)

All AAEC products, other than "̂ Cc as sodium pertechnetate, are
now supplied directly to the hospitals. The AAEC will also be expanding
its production facilities to offer a full 7-day-a-week comprehensive
99T?c supply system.
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Two new large cobalt teletherapy units were installed in Australia
chis year, for which the Commission supplied the sources and cooperated
with the company concerned Toy providing a source transport/transfer
container (modified from a current source container). An AAEC officer
installed the sources.

2. PATENTS

The Commission has fifty-seven patents for sixteen inventions
granted in eleven countries, and forty-eight applications for patents
pending for twelve inventions in ten countries. Details of patenting
actions are given in Section 6.

Provisional specifications were filed for:

(1) Improvements in the treatment of wool textiles. In this
invention wool textiles are shrink-proofed by treatment with
conventional shrink-proofing resins and ionising radiation.

(2) The formation of reinforced plastic tubing. High strength
precision tubing reinforced with carbon fibre may be produced
by the method of the invention. It would be suitable for use
in high speed centrifuges.

(3) Technetium-99m generator. The novelty of the invention lies
in elution from a gel instead of a bed of alumina as in the
current art.

Complete specifications were filed for two inventions, uniform
planar radiation sources in two countries and analysis of coal for ash
content in eight countries. In the case of the latter, this is the
first time the Commission has filed a patent application in the USSR.

3. TRADE MARKS

The Commission's trade mark AUSTATOM was registered for use with
goods in three classes, being ones in which the Commission's research
has relevance.

Applications were filed to register the trade mark PHYTEC for use
with a liver and spleen scanning agent, and INTERDISK for use with an
interface device for access to computer information storage on discs.

PHYTEC was accepted by the Registrar of Trade Marks and INTERDISK
was rejected as being insufficiently distinctive.

k. AGREEMENTS. LICENCES. SALES OF INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY

The computer program AEMOVE was sold to the Metropolitan Water
Sewerage and Drainage Board for $1500. The fee in this case was reduced
in view of the assistance given in the development of the program.
AEMOVE was also sold to the Commonwealth Department of Health for $3000.

An agreement was negotiated licensing Perini and Scott (Australasia)
Ltd to manufacture and market a range of radiation detecting and measuring
instruments. Royalties amounting to $770 have been received on sales.



An agreement was negotiated licensing Ian Fraser trading as IMFRA
Electron Tube Products to manufacture and market scintillation probes.
Royalties will be payable at the rate of 7-5 per cent of selling price.

Negotiations with Abbott Laboratories, Chicago for either the
Commission to supply or Abbott to be licensed to manufacture and market
the Commission's lyophilised renal agent were unsuccessful.

The Commission's licensee (Philips Industries) for the Radioisotope
On Stream Analysis system which is used by the mineral industry, gave
notice of their intention not to renew the agreement when it expires in
1978. Negotiations are proceeding to license the Australian Mineral
Development Laboratories, who were a party to the original agreement, to
carry on under a new agreement between the Commission, Amdel and the
Australian Mineral Industries Research Association who were also a party
to the original agreement.

Negotiations are proceeding with a view to licensing the Commission's
gamma spectrometer bulk analyser used for analysis of copper and nickel
ores, the technique for the control and eradication of termites, and the
design of the high efficiency filter housing and clamping arrangement.

Royalties amounting to $6535 were paid to the Radiochemical Centre
Amersham, for use of a patent improving the performance of the
technetium-99m generator which the Commission manufactures and sells.

An amount of $1950 was received from Philips Industries as royalties
on sales of the Radioisotope On Stream Analysis system.

No sales of the megarad dosemeter have been made yet by the Com-
mission's licensee, Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd, but four sales are
expected in the last quarter of 1977, with royalties of about $1200.

Payment for the services of Mr M. Thackray as a consultant in
connection with a contract which Stanford Research Institute in the USA
has for photo-intensification work is at present being negotiated. The
payment should be about $5000.

5. PATENTING ACTION 1976/77

The following patent applications under the headings 'Australia -
Provisional1 and 'Australia and Overseas - Complete1 were lodged during
1976/77.

Australia - Provisional

1. K.G. McLaren - Improvements in the treatment of wool textiles:
PC8975 dated 2 February 1977.

2. E.J. Ramm, A. McM. Spencer - The formation of reinforced plastic
tubing: PC95U2 dated 2U March 1977

3. J.V. Evans, R.W. Matthews - Technetium generators: PDOU12 dated 10
June 1977.

Australia and Overseas - Complete

1. F.C. Hunt, J.G. Wilson - Radiopharmaceuticals: Fed. Republic of
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Germany divisional patent application dated 11 November 1975-
USA CIP No. 728099 dated 30 September 1976.

2. M. Thackray - Uniform planar radiation sources: Australia 18095/76
dated 23 September 1976; Britain Ul071»/76 dated k October
1976; France 76.31932 dated 22 October 1976; USA 7C7133
dated 27 September 1976.

3. J.S. Watt, V.L. Gravitis - Analysis of coal: Australia 18592/76
dated 12 October 1976; Britain UU089/76 dated 12 October
1976; Canada 263U66 dated 15 October 1976; Fed. Republic of
Germany P26U8U3U.3 dated 26 October 1976; Japan 51-128911
dated 28 October 1976; South Africa 76/6086 dated 13 October
1976; USA 7326UU dated 15 October 1976; USSR 2Ul6l56/25
dated 29 October 1976.

Patent Applications Allowed to Lapse

1. K.D. Reeve, E.J. Ramm - Fuel element for high temperature nuclear
reactor: Britain 12U0250; Fed. Republic of Germany P20218U5.5-

2. F.C. Hunt - Radioactive complexes: Australia PB612U.
3. F.W. Ayscough, J.G. Clouston, P.W. Moore - Polymerisation induced

by gamma radiation: Australia PCl»Ol»3.
U. R.G. Robins - Preparation of uranium dioxide by direct hydrochemical

reduction. Held in conjunction with the University of NSW:
Australia UU2013; Japan 72089U; Belgium 750681; France
701837U; Sweden 351197; Fed. Republic of Germany P202U562.9;
South Africa 70/3281; Britain 127l'»75.

5. H.J. Fraser - Accurate logarithmic ratemeter for random pulses:
Australia PB70U7.

6. J. Robson - Process for production of technetium-99i& from neutron
irradiated molybdenum trioxide: Britain 1378557; Sweden
380000.

Letters Patent Granted

1. V.E. Church, H.J. Fraser, R.W. Matthews - An improved dosemeter for
use in the megarad range: France 7237352 dated 20 August
1976; USA U020329 dated 26 April 1977.

2. M. Thackray - Photoetching and photogravure with fission fragments
and alpha-ray etch tracks: Britain 1̂ 9899 dated 12 January
1977; Australia U72197 dated 29 September 1976.

3. J.C. Ward - Isotopic enrichment: USA 399H55 dated 9 November
1976.

k. W.T. Spragg, B.W. Seatonberry - Process for the absolute measure-
ment of gas flow: USA 3979593 (detector) dated 7 September
1976; Britain 1U25151 (process), 1U25152 (detector) and
1U25153 (cartridge) dated 16 June 1976, and 1̂ 62592 (detector)
dated 2k May 1977; Canada 1009U76 dated 3 May 1977-

5. A.J. Ekstrom, A.B. McLaren - A chemical process for preparation of
uranium hexafluoride: France 730378U dated 23 July 1976.

6. J.S. Watt - A method and apparatus for separation of X-rays of
different energy: Australia kfk6oB dated 28 August 1976.
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PART III - SITE OPERATIONS AND ENGINEERING SERVICES

1. SITE OPERATIOUS (Controller - A.C. Wood)

1.1 HIFAR Operations (Manager - G.A. Creef)

Continued operation of HIFAR at 10 MW was maintained throughout the
year and a full power utilisation of 8U.3 per cent was achieved. An
abstract of the main operating statistics is given in Table 1.1.

TABLE 1.1

OPERATING STATISTICS

' (1976 figures in brackets)

GENERAL

Average thermal power (MW) 9.9
Average thermal flux in centre fuel 1.123 x 1011*
element (n cm"2 s"1)

Integrated power (MW days) 2817.6
Scheduled shutdown time (h) 1105.7
Unscheduled loss of full power 105.9
operation (h)

Overall full power utilisation (%) 84.3

IRRADIATIONS

Total self-service irradiations 770
Total 'on power1 unload irradiations 338

FUEL ELEMENTS

New elements received 104
New elements assembled 52
Element changes 56
Used elements cropped 53
Used elements to y irradiation facility 67
Used elements to long term storage 44

HEAVY WATER

Isotopic purity - start of period (%) 99.42
Isotopic purity - end of period (%) 99.41

(9.9)
(1.023 x 101")

(2820.5)
(1139.7)
(73.4)

(84.4)

(699)
(381)

(82)
(50)
(58)
(55)
(62)
(64)

98.67
98.65

Shift Operations
(D.B. Gleed, L.C. Green, J. Hill, R.K. Jones, A.H. Williams)

The position of leader of the subsection was filled by the appoint-
ment of Mr Horlock, but he was then transferred to Site Planning Unit.
The vacant position has been filled in an acting capacity by the reactor
shift superintendents in rotation. One new reactor operator (Mr Barlow)
was appointed and his training is in progress.

The proposal to dispense with professional engineers as shift
supervisors on a continuous shift basis has progressed to the stage
where approval in principle has been obtained from the Licensing and
Regulatory Bureau and the Reactor Safety Committee. Pull approval of
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the proposal is expected when the outstanding minor points of detail are
resolved. The issue is to be discussed with the relevant staff associa-
tions .

Reactor Plant and Maintenance
(N.A. Parsons, K.R.E. Butcher)

The staff shortage continued and extended to non-trades staff, with
a consequent increase in delays to modifications, and a backlog of non-
safety related but essential repairs. Some delays involved safety
related modifications, but there has been no significant loss of safety,
and, to date, no significant effect on reactor utilisation.

Non-routine tasks undertaken during the year included work on the
following systems.

Instrumentation

A start was made on the replacement of obsolete instrumentation by

replacing the nucleonic instrumentation power supplies with
units designed and provided by Instrumentation and Control
Divisic;.;

rearranging the ion chambers to improve separation; and

the purchase of display units to replace obsolete recorders.

Solid state safety monitoring assemblies are being purchased to
replace obsolete thermionic valve equipment. This replacement program
is expected to continue for three years, subject to available effort and
funds.

Control Absorbers

The subsection cooperated with Engineering Research Division to
measure control absorber mechanical performance in situ, as part of a
program of safety data collection.

Difficulties with control arm premature release giving about two
unscheduled shutdowns per year yielded to investigation. First, the
replacement of a micro-switch by one of a different type, following an
investigation of the logic system, appears to have eliminated transient
logic faults. Second, special tooling and techniques were devised to
dress the bore of the radioactive end of the arm shield plug to elimi-
nate excessive mechanical drag. One arm plug has been dressed; the
others will be attended to where necessary as they become available in
the normal course of events.

Primary Coolant Circuit

Early life failures of two main circulators were attributed to
dimensional change in a non-wearing aluminium part. The problem is
being overcome by selective electroplating and a design change to its
fastenings.

A program of refurbishing worn circulator parts is under way in an
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effort to reduce expense and delay in obtaining replacement parts for
these special pumps.

Three minor circuit leaks have been experienced, none being suf-
ficiently large or having sufficient potential to have reactor safety
implications. Two were weeps at similar special flanges in the main
pipework. Temporary repairs were made, but permanent rectification
awaits a major shutdown. The third was a crack in a small bore pipe,
which was repaired. Together these leaks caused a loss of 1*5 days' full
power operation.

Communications

The communication systems were rationalised following the com-
pletion of the main loudspeaking telephone system. All systems were
integrated to conform broadly with the principles for safety communi-
cations systems given in IECP 231. This work was an indirect result of
a conceptual design study carried out by the subsection for the new
research reactor project (see Section 2 below).

Rigs

Modifications to the reactor and its services were made to accommo-
date the new rigs X-170 (Water Loop) and X-193 (Uranium Ore Analysis
Rig) and an X-170/reactor interface unit was designed and manufactured,
all according to the rig schedules.

The Reactor Plant and Maintenance Subsection is cooperating with
Support Subsection and Engineering Services Department to rationalise,
modify and accept for use the isotope self-service rigs and transport
systems.

Support
(J. Bezimienny)

Support Subsection was responsible for fuel management, program-
ming, technical records, rig liaison, active handling and the prepara-
tion of operational reports. Activities included:

IAEA Inspections and Spent Fuel Storage

Two fuel transfers were carried out and a total of hh cropped
irradiated elements were moved and sealed in the permanent spent fuel
storage facility. Each transfer was conducted under the safeguards
surveillance of the IAEA.

Heavy Water Upgrading

The isotopic purity of the heavy water was upgraded from 98.65 to
99«^2 per cent during the shutdown in October 1976. A total of 6712 kg
of new heavy water was loaded, consisting of 2709 kg ex stock and U003
kg of reprocessed heavy water received from Canada.

Rig Linlson

The Uranium Ore Analysis Rig (X-193) vras loaded in the horizontal
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facility 6HGR-9 during the July 1977 routine shutdown. Installation
work on the out-of-pile shielding and operating equipment is nearing
completion.

A large proportion of the commissioning work on the High Pressure
Water Loop (X-l?0) vas conple+ed ?.t the end of December 1̂ 76. Physics
measurements during the January 1977 operating period were aborted owing
to a fault developing in the rig internals. The physics measurements
will be repeated when the rig defects have been rectified.

Self-service Irradiation Facilities

One of the six existing self-service facilities in HIFAR (X-9) was
taken out of service owing to a defect in the in-pile section.

The pneumatic target can conveyor system has been rationalised by
decommissioning a number of uneconomic sections. The above actions will
not affect radioiostope production.

Safety Assessment of Mk 6/5 Fuel Elements

Safety assessment of the 170 e poisoned elements has now been
completed and they are being used in HIFAR.

Investigation into the Dissipation of Heat by
Irradiated Fuel Elements

As the coefficient of emissivity of oxidised aluminium has a direct
bearing on the safe handling of irradiated fuel elements, an investi-
gation into the matter has been initiated using aluminium from the outer
casing of a HIFAR fuel element which is treated in the same manner as
normal fuel elements. Aluminium coupons have been immersed in the
reactor D20 for varying periods and Materials Division has been requested
to measure the thickness of oxide film. Applied Chemistry Section has
been requested to correlate these results with its extensive studies of
the corrosion of aluminium. Preliminary spot results indicate that the
coefficient of emissivity is considerably more favourable than some of
the previous results, obtained under artificial conditions.

Sensitivity of Coarse Control Arms (CCA)

In cooperation with Physics Division and with the assistance of
Instrumentation and Control Division, an inverse kinetics method of
measuring the sensitivity of coarse control arms is being developed
which will use the HIFAR Data Acquisition System to give instant results.

1.2 Waste Management (Manager - A.T. Duff)

Liquid Waste Management

All liquid effluent discharges into the Woronora River have complied
with the authorised discharge formula and the Maritime Services Board
limits for non-radioactive contaminants. In addition, analyses have
been implemented to meet the requirements for discharge into a Class 'C'
waterway under the Clean Waters Act 1970.
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Liaison with the Site Planning Unit and the NSW State Pollution
Control Commission has been a continuing function with particular res-
pect to the Clean Waters Act, which now imposes a Class 'C' (controlled)
status to the Woronora River.

One hundred and forty-four litres of high level liquid effluent was
transferred to tanks for storage.

Treated feed effluent was supplied on a continuing basis via one of
the holding tanks for reverse osmosis experimental work associated with
water treatment.

Solid Waste Management

Low and medium level solid waste continued to be compacted and
stored. The number of 200-litre drums compacted to date is 136̂ . Three
hundred and fifty drums of compacted waste were transferred from a
number of areas to the bulk store. Forty-four irradiated HIFAR fuel
elements were removed for storage during two visits by IAEA inspectors.

In two separate movements of yellowcake for shipment, staff from
the section were supplied to aid in the loading and transporting operation.

One D20 pump was decontaminated and two ion exchange resin units
were changed. The delay/decay storage system continued satisfactorily,
as did the operation of the laundry. The Dounreay flasks had locking
devices fitted over the IAEA seals, and locks were fitted to the 35
filled fuel storage holes.

Gaseous Waste Management

The effectiveness of the filtration system of vacuum cleaners used
in active areas was tested and this led to the testing of a new type of
absolute filter for this purpose.

Eight pre-filters in the Chemical/Chemical Engineering Building
were changed. Two charcoal absorbers were changed in the Isotope
Production Building and the pre- and absolute filters in the No.l Hot
Cells extension and the Mechanical Development Building were changed.

2. SITE PLANNING (Acting Controller - A.C. Wood)

2.1 Project for a New Radioisotope Production and Research Reactor
(Manager, Site Planning - N.S. Stewart)

Nearly all available section effort (up to eight professional
officers) has been deployed on this project during the year.

Technical Progress

General

A report 'Technical Aspects of a New Reactor for Isotope Production
and Research' (Report SM6) issued in December 1976 described the whole
reactor plant as it was expected to be at that time. In some areas the
description is general, but in others it was possible to be quite detailed
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on the grounds that either no justification existed for departing from
the French design or the preliminary work had defined the item.

Specifications

The requirements for the new reactor that were originally developed
in 1976 had been refined and included an allowance for radioisotope
production for exports. As a result of this and some later work, it has
been possible to write a meaningful 'General Specification1 for the new
reactor, (see Section 2.2).

No other specifications have been produced yet as it is considered
premature to develop them bef re detailed design is commenced.

Design Briefs

Engineering Services Department (ESD) made the services of several
engineers available, enabling a review of the technical parameters of
the reactor systems (mechanical, electrical^ etc.) The results have
been embodied in a series of Technical Design Briefs.

Because the detailed design of an engineering project the size of
the new reactor is too large a task for ESD in addition to the normal
work in support of the Research Establishment, these design briefs are
seen as the first step towards producing documents to define the work to
be done by the consulting engineers or design organisation that will be
employed. In the areas where the ESD may carry out the design, the
design brief acts as a preliminary specification. The design briefs
have three other functions: first they identify, at an early stage,
matters of technical difficulty that may or will arise; second they
enable the present Project Management, which is limited in numbers, to
maintain oversight of the development of the design; and third they
permit an order of cost to be established on a much sounder basis than
had hitherto been possible.

Instrumentation and Control

Three firms were contacted after selection on the basis that each
has significant Australian-based operations and each has produced an
outline conceptual design and an estimate of order of cost. The con-
ceptual designs show considerable differences in basic treatment and it
seems probable that it will be desirable to develop more detailed
designs before a contractor can be selected. Since this further design
work will involve effort on the part of the companies and it will not be
a simple case of submitting a tender, it is believed that limited or
token cost design contracts may have to be awarded to these companies.

This work is being done in collaboration with the Instrumentation
and Control Division.

Reactor Core Design and Fuel Enrichment

It had been decided initially that the new reactor design would
utilise an existing fuel element design; in this way development time,
effort and costs would be eliminated.
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Up to February/March 1977> the design was based on the Siloe fuel
element (flat plates of aluminium/uranium alloy, clad in aluminium), and
this was the intent when the submission was made to the Commission in
January 1977.

The initiative of US President Carter in proposing restrictions on
the siipply and usage of nuclear materials that coxild be diverted and
utlised in nuclear devices, necessitated a reconsideration of the core
design to see if the use of high enrichment (80-93 per cent 23SU)
uranium could be obviated.

With the assistance of Physics Division, a numbe.- of calculations
were carried out to investigate the effects of using moderate enrichment
(20 per cent) uranium. It was fortunate that, by this time, consideration
of the requirements for radioisotope production and the neutron beams
had led to the placing of reflecting material (heavy water and beryllium)
on each horizontal face of the core. (The Siloe core has little reflect-
ing material.) The effect is to improve the neutron economy and hence
givt; a greater reactivity for a given core, thus off-setting any changes
reducing the reactivity such as lowering the enrichment. The preliminary
calculations indicated that using a fuel element similar to the Siloe
fuel element but with 20 per cent enriched material, it is possible to
attain neutron fluxes that are within 5 per cent of those of a high
enrichment core. There are, however, a number of technological questions
that must be resolved including:

the feasibility of routine economical manufacture of fuel
containing high weight percentages of uranium. Siloe fuel is
26 per cent uranium by weight. Above 35 per cent, fabrication
becomes more difficult and 5̂ per cent appears to be the
practical maximum. Our design should approach 1*5 per cent as
closely as possible for nuclear considerations and 35 per cent
for manufacturing considerations;

determining the optimum combination of fuel plate thickness
and water cooling channel width for flux and flux spectrum to
meet our requirements as well as possible. Engineering Research
Division is assisting the Hew Reactor Project Group in this
field.

In addition, it was reported by visitors from the Commissariat a
1'Energie Atomique (CEA) and it is stated in the CEA Annual Report for
1976, that the French have taken a decision in principle to modify Siloe
and Osiris, their larger swimming pool reactors of 35 MW and 70 MW
respectively, to run on a moderate enrichment oxide fuel. This oxide
fuel is based on the fuel developed for the French nuclear submarines
and consists of platelets of uranium dioxide, about 20 mm square and 3
nan thick, set in a 'picture frame1 and clad with zirconium alloy or
stainless steel. Virtually nothing is known in Australia about this
fuel and we are unable to assess the possible flux and power rating of
such fuel plates until a technical mission has been to France.

Effect of Fuel Enrichment on Core and Reactor Design

The additional variable of fuel element design has set back the
detailed design stage. It was believed that one year from 1st July 1977
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would be sufficient for investigation to be made of the fuel technology
available, and a decision made on the general design of the fuel element
to be employed. However, various delays have already made it probable
that we will be unable to select a fuel element technology and permit
detailed design of the reactor plant commencing 1st July 1978.

Consulting Engineers

Late in 1976 approval was given to discuss the project with the
Snowy Mountains Engineering Corporation (SMEC) and, with their assistance
and experience, an alternative costing was produced and possible methods
of placing and controlling design contracts were reviewed. Informal
contact is being maintained with SMEC whose competence and engineering
resources are impressive in quality and quantity.

Reliability Analysis of Systems

Detailed reliability analysis work was carried out on several
reactor auxiliary systems in support of the new reactor study.

Three proposed alternative schemes of the core cooling systems were
analysed in detail. It was found that, although the relative outage
times differed substantially, the absolute values were all well within
the design criteria. Thus, cost and simplicity could be the deciding
factors for the final choice.

On electrical power supply, the reliability associated with various
modes of operating f.he standby diesel generator was investigated. A
conclusion similar -co the above was reached in that all the schemes were
acceptable in terras of the overall design objectives.

The general mathematical techniques developed in the course of the
above studies could be used for routine assessment of similar plant
design problems.

Some useful lessons were drawn on the interaction of the analysis
work with the rest of the project. In particular, the need for close
contact and updating of the changing design objectives was shown up.

Administration and Organisation

Project Management

Now that approval has been given to move into Stage 2, the loose,
informal arrangement of utilising the staff of the Site Planning Unit
(total number five including the Manager, Site Planning) plus such
persons as could be seconded from other areas, will not be adequate for
the efficient progress of the project. Accordingly, proposals are being
made for a proper structure which can initially (1977-78) be staffed by
the small number of officers (about 15) necessary to review fuel element
technology and lay the ground work for the detailed design. This project
team may later be expanded to accord with Commission priorities and
contractual arrangements.

It will be necessary to establish the structure at an early date so
that prompt and timely decisions can be taken. Preliminary consideration
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has shown that there is little or no margin for wasted time if the new
reactor is to go critical on 1st January 1985.

Scheduling

A project of this nature requires careful scheduling oving to its
complexity, and the techniques for critical path networks are being
developed within the Site Planning Unit. As a first effort, the network
for the preparation of the Environmental Impact Statement has been
produced. This is a 'First Level1 network which can be broken down to
finer detail in particular areas as necessary. Work is proceeding on
the much larger network for the detailed design.

Licensing and Regulatory Bureau Liaison

Close relationship has been maintained with the L & R Bureau. Its
status and position in a national system for the granting of nuclear
licences has yet to be established, and it is expected that this will be
raised at an early stage when discussions commence with the Department
of the Environment concerning the content of the Environmental Impact
Statement and the status of the L & R Bureau approval of any safety
documents that may be produced.

Conclusion

The project for a new reactor for radioisotope production and
research has now passed the stage where it can be treated as a minor in-
house task by reason of Cabinet approval for the detailed design stage
and by reason of the growth of scope and quantity of work to beyond that
which can be carried out by a small, informally organised group. Its
successful development as a full engineering project in the detailed
design stage requires appropriate structure and management.

2.2 General Specification for New Reactor for Isotope Production
and Research in Australia

(a) Aims

The reactor should:

be economical to build and operate at least to the year 2010;

under normal operating conditions, release amounts of radio-
activity as low as practicable and less than international or
national standard limits;

in the event of an accident, release amounts of radioactivity
as low as practicable and less than the siting criteria in
force;

be designed so that the configuration can be easily adjusted
so as to facilitate meeting changing requirements;

have easy access for radioisotope production and experimental
purposes;

meet, first, the needs of Australia for radioisotopes and,
second, research needs;
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require the least possible restrictions on use of land around
the reactor site; and

have as srjall an impact on the environment as possible, con-
sistent with economic construction and operation.

(b) Design Bases

The reactor shall be designed:

to comply with appropriate guidelines, criteria, codes and
standards;

to operate at nominal full power under atmospheric conditions
applying for 99 per cent of the year at the locality;

to operate for 30 years on a continuous cycle of three weeks
at nominal full power, one week shut down;

for high reliability. Unavailability for routine operation
should not exceed:

';wo periods of less than 30 minutes each year;

one period of more than 30 minutes every two years;

to utilise uranium fuel enriched to not more than 20 per cent
j 23 5»t.in U;

to irradiate natural molybdenum trioxide so that it will have
an activity of 6 Ci g"1 (2.22 x 1011 Bq) Mo on removal from
the reactor;

to utilise existing site services to the greatest extent
possible; and

to facilitate decommissioning and disposal.

(c) Requirements

Radioisotope Production

The reactor is required to produce 99lnMo with an activity on leaving
the reactor of 6 Ci g"f (2.22 x 1011 Bq) Mo.

The following volume and flux requirements have been establi-hed as
being necessary to meet the forecast needs for radioisotopes.

Thermal Flux
(n cnf2 s-1)

5 x 101"

3 x 101"

2 x 10llf

1 x 101*

Volume of
Facilities

(cm3)

2 000

5 000

650

10 000

NOTE: These volumes have been assessed for a flux spectrum similar
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to that in HIFAR. Change in the ratio of epithermal to thermal
flux could significantly alter the volume required for a given
flux. This is particularly true in the case of MoOs irradiation.

There is also a need for short term 'self-service' irradiation
facilities at fluxes of 5 x 1013 and 2.5 to 6.5 x 1012 n cm"2 s"l.

To ensure a high reliability of supply of radioisotopes for medical
purposes the reactor and plant are to be designed so that maintenance
and component replacement can be carried out without interference to the
operating cycle.

Neutron Beams

The thermal neutron flux at the beam end should ideally not be less
than 5 x 1011* n cm"2 s"1. One cold source serving two beam tubes is
required initially and provision should be made for installing a second
cold source at a later date. Approximate dimensions of the cold source
to be 200 mm x 200 mm x 25 mm thick. The cold source should serve three
beam guides. One thermal beam guide should also be provided. A total
of six beam tubes is the minimum number required.

Materials Irradiation Facilities

Facilities are needed for experimental rigs for fuel and materials
testing. The scope of these rigs should include:

in-reactor loops; and

creep, corrosion and other studies requiring specialised
conditions and equipment.

The fast flux should be as high as possible and 3 x 10̂  n cm"2 s"1

should be considered as the target. There should be provision for not
less than six in-core rigs and a larger number of rigs at the edge of
the core. Neutron radiography facilities should be provided for the
examination of active rigs.

2.3 Other Site Planning Tasks

Waste Management at the Research Establishment

A report on the methods of dealing with radioactive waste at the
Research Establishment has been produced after a review of the comments
or recommendations of various groups and working parties. It is hoped
that this report, which draws together all previous work, will be the
basis for a firm long term policy.

3. ENGINEERING SERVICES (Controller - A.C. Higgins)
(Section Leaders: C.E. Greig, H.B. Hutchens, R.L. Truer, W.J.
Turner, J.D. Wilson)

3.1 Staff and Funds Shortage

The productivity of the Manufacturing and Site Plant and Main-
tenance Sections has been adversely affected by an acute and continuing
shortage of skilled tradesmen, trades assistants and plant operators.
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The situation has been exacerbated by the limited availability of funds
for overtime and the failure to recruit apprentices. In recent months
the major portion of the current overtime allocation has been expended
on shift relief work, whereas had the shifts been fully manned, it would
have been utilised more productively in reducing the very large backlog
of work requiring skilled trade effort.

During the early part of the period, the pro rata expenditure on
electricity was found to exceed the funds provided by Treasury. To
contain costs within the budgeted sum of $380 000 for power it was
agreed that:

the daily maximum demand would be limited to 3000 kW;

large research loads would be rescheduled so as not to coincide
with demand periods;

the public address system would be used to advise staff to
switch off appliances, such as radiators and air conditioning
units, if the maximum demand reached a predetermined level;

an Establishment Notice would be issued requesting all staff
to economise in the use of electricity; and

notices would be placed on large plant items, advising staff
to contact senior personnel in the Plant & Maintenance Section
before switching on electricity; and

the Sydney County Council would be requested to modify the
existing Maximum Demand Recorder in the Main Substation to
supply a repeater station installed in the Bailey Meters Panel
in the Boilerhouse. (This would enable the boiler operator to
check the maximum demand continuously and take appropriate
action when the electrical load reached a set point on the
recorder.)

These measures resulted in a significant reduction in electricity
consumption and savings of several thousands of dollars in energy and
demand charges.

3.2 Industrial Relations

A ban lasting about eight weeks was placed on the Testing and
Inspection Section by the metal trades unions (AMW&SU and the ASE). The
ban resulted from the demand by the unions that their members be paid
100 per cent of the Higher Duties Allowance when relieving as Technical
Officers in the Testing & Inspection Section. There may be many instances
where the claim for 100 per cent HDA could be justified, but in the case
in dispute, the job was on vacuum testing in which none of the trades
staff had any experience, and therefore there would be a considerable
learning period. Payment of complete HDA could not be justified but it
was an excellent opportunity for trades staff to gain experience and a
better appreciation of the great care necessary when doing their normal
trades work, manufacturing and assembling components for vacuum systems.
Bans were lifted after a series of discussions between the union dele-
gates and -Commission management.

Prompt action on l8th February 1977 resolved an industrial issue
which would have prevented the Commission from processing the liquid
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waste at the Effluent Treatment Plant, to the BOD (Biological Oxygen
Demand) levels set by the Maritime Services Board for discharges to the
Woronora River. Maintenance stat'i' engaged in the repair of the comminutor
unit in Mie Epco Sewage Plant advised the Industrial Officer and senior
ESP stai'f through the AMWi-SU that work cr. the plant vculd to suspended
until Management agreed to pay the staff concerned an allowance equivalent
to the chokage allowance received by plumbing staff. Since there were
no provisions in the Terms and Conditions to cover the payment of such
an allowance to mechanical trades staff and since it was not possible to
obtain an early solution through arbitration channels, the matter was
referred to the Public Service Board. Fortunately, the Board was pre-
pared to accept the urgency of the situation and advised that it was
prepared to allow the Commission to take advantage of an Australian
Capital Territory determination which provides a special allowance for
both AMW&SU and ASE members who were required to service sewage plant
and underground pipelines. The determination was acceptable to the
Commission and the AMW&SU delegate who agreed to lift the ban on the
repair of the comminutor to allow resumption of normal sewage plant
operation. All repair work was completed within one hour of the ban
being lifted.

The Site Plant & Maintenance Section's supervisory and trade staff
played a important part in planning and execution of the work associated
with the loading of 200 tonnes of yellowcake from the Commission's bulk
store, into standard shipping containers for transport to the UK in June
1977. The work included

scheduling of operations to meet target dates,

specifications and hiring, through the Department of Adminis-
trative Services, of large heavy lift hydraulic cranes, and
fork lift trucks fitted with transverse control on the forks
and capable of loading kk gallon drums of yellowcake inside
the shipping containers,

development and fabrication of two mechanical devices for use
on the fork lift trucks to facilitate lifting and tight pack-
ing of drums in each container,

construction of several hundred metres of shoring for the rear
and front ends of the containers,

development of a folding wedge locking device to prevent
movement of the drums within the containers,

reinforcement of drum clamps to increase their lifting capacity,

provision of additional security lighting in Building 58 car
park, used as a loading area,

supply of packing pieces to align the ends of the containers,

supply of a small mobile diesel alternator and cables to power
portable woodworking machines and lighting inside the con-
tainers, and

provision of a mobile system to remove exhaust gas fumes from
the containers if required.

The first phase of the loading operation commenced with the delivery
of eighteen shipping containers to the Research Establishment by Toll



Chadwick on 10th June 1977- The containers were unloaded with two 10-
tonne cranes and placed in predetermined locations along the northern
perimeter of the car park. This took two and half hours under extremely
adverse weather conditions. Loading of the drums of yellowcake into the
containers began the next day and continued over the three days of a
holiday weekend with staff being continuously harassed and abused by
members of the Friends of the Earth Movement camped outside the fence.

Rear end shoring of the containers was fitted before loading, while
the closure shoring at the entrance was tailored to suit the arrangement
of the drums in each container after full loading. This work, which
continued for three days after loading operations, was of vital importance
as it had to satisfy the stringent requirements of the Department of
Shipping & Transport and also pass inspection by representatives of the
mining company (Ranger) and the ACTA shipping company. It is to the
credit of the carpentry .supervisor that, apart from minor modifications,
all shoring was acceptable.

At 1.00 p.m. on 20 June, twelve semi-trailers arrived to transfer
the loaded containers to a container berth for shipment to the UK. Two
very large hydraulic cranes (one of 1»5 tonnes capacity) were used to
load the semi-trailers. This size was necessary to ensure flexibility
if it proved necessary to swing the containers with the jib extended.
The crane was also to be on standby in case an incident occurred during
transport to the loading berth.

A further two shipments, totalling 337 tonnes of yellowcake were
loaded into 2h shipping containers for transport to the UK in September
1977. All work undertaken by BSD staff in the handling, shoring, load-
ing and despatch of the containers was completed on schedule and without
incident.

3.3 Apprentice Training Scheme

A recent review of apprentice training within the AAEC has shown
that:

(a) Owing to Government policy on recruitment the original train-
ing scheme will cease in February 1979 as no new apprentices
have been recruited since 1975-

(b) A high standard of training has been maintained and the scheme
has been highly successful.

(c) The facilities and nature of the work at the Research Estab-
lishment are ideally suited to apprentice training.

(d) The scheme has made a significant contribution to the staffing
of the research, drafting, maintenance and manufacturing
sections (57 per cent retained, comprising DAs/TAs 22 per
cent, tradesmen 35 per cent).

(e) The tradesmen trained by the Commission are most suitable for
our particular kind of work.

The review recommended
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'That the Commission train its own apprentices with a scheme
tailored to suit the particular kind of work undertaken ut the
Research Establishment and to maintain the number of tradesmen
required year by year. This approach has proved successful in
providing Uie quality and the number of tradesmen o;tJ lcoJ:::î i;-:;j
necessary to generally satisfy the production and maintenance
requirements and also provide a source of recruitment for the
Research Divisions.!

The 1976 AAEC Apprentice Prize-giving function had not been held by
the end of the reporting period. The outstanding apprentice achieve-
ment for the year was the Award for Craftsmanship presented to
Carpentry & Joinery Apprentice, Russell Mackay, being the top
apprentice in his trade in NSW. He was also selected equal fourth
in the Apprentice of-the Year Award and was awarded 3rd prize in the
Florence M. Taylor Apprenticeship Medal Award for the best Building
Apprentice, sponsored by the Australian Institute of Building.

The Apprentice Master (Mr J.A. Tierney) represents the Commission
on the Apprentice Training Officers Association. This is an invaluable
source of information on apprentice training ideas, contacts and problems
associated with apprentices in the various industries. The members of
this association are responsible for the training of over 8500 appren-
tices in NSW.

3.U Uranium Analysis Rig

Because the demand for the Moata facility for analysis of uranium
ore samples by the delayed neutron method was increasing in late 1975,
and because a standby facility was required, it was decided to install
another rig of this type. The rig has been designed, manufactured and
installed in a horizontal facility 6HGR8 in HIFAR. The samples, doubly
contained in polypropylene, are pneumatically transported into the
reactor from the operating station in the reactor basement via a stain-
less steel tube. The operating station is in the basement because
experimental .equipment surrounds the rig-head at the reactor operating
floor level. The operating station consists of the capsule load/unload
mechanism, the neutron counting instrumentation, a shielded storage
container and the rig control console.

The rig is designed to process forty samples per hour. The auto-
matic operation includes capsule load, reactor time, capsule unload to
counter, sample counting, and capsule ejection to the storage container.
The equipment has been installed in HIFAR and the in-pile rig is being
commissioned.

3.5 Commercial Bulk Analyser

The Commission is presently negotiating the commercial development
of resonance scattering bulk analysers. These analysers use vapour
radioisotope sources of 65ZnIa for Cu analysis and 60Col2 for Ni analysis
at a temperature of about 850°C. The source encapsulation must be
demonstrated to be of high integrity and reliability and it must comply
with international standards.
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The radioisotope source (~ 20 GBq) is contained in a silica cap-
sule, which in turn is doubly contained in two stainless steel capsules.
Fabrication techniques are being developed to ensure that the stainless
steel capsules meet the intent of the ASME Pressure Vessel Code.

On completion of development of fabrication techniques the safety
of the overall manufacturing procedure will be examined. This will
cover the ampoule filling and sealing, handling of the source to the
welding area, encapsulation, weld tests and other tests to comply with
the National Health & Medical Research Council Code of Practices for
Radiography Sources. The encapsulated source will then undergo opera-
tional testing to determine a minimum source lifetime, before approval
is sought for its use in commercial bulk analysers.

3.6 Radioisotope Gas Flow Measurement Rig

In the Commission's dilution method for measuring pipeline gas flow
rates, a radiotracer 8SKr is injected into the pipeline, and a repre-
sentative sample of gas withdrawn from a convenient position downstream,
to be measured and calibrated against a second sample of 85Kr. The
activity of Kr to be used depends directly on the flow rate to be
measured and the sampling time, but typically, is of the order of 100
MBq.

Because of the time required for the measuring and calibration
steps, it is expected that in the industrial context, the method will be
most suitable for the in situ calibration of other, conventional, flow
meters. Accuracy of measurements is therefore critical. Preliminary
investigation indicates that this could be better than 0.5 per cent, but
experience with the practical application of the method is limited. The
purpose of the Radioisotope Gas Flow Measurement Rig is to provide
facilities for controlled measurements over a range of pressures, flow
rates, and pipe sizes, so as to define the accuracy and precision of the
isotope dilution method. It is also intended to obtain approval for the
facility and methods used in its operation from the National Association
of Testing Authorities. To this end, there have been early contacts
with those responsible for this approval, to discuss the mechanical
design, instrumentation and rig piping layout. It is believed that a
flow meter calibration service can ultimately be offered to industry.

In the original concept the.facility was to have been sited at the
ICI (Australia) Botany plant, where the instrument compressed air system
would supply the working fluid. However, with extensions to the manu-
facturing plant, the air available for continuous rig use was reduced to
0.3 kg s" 1 and, further, it was found that the high moisture content of
the air would have required the installation of drying equipment. The
rig will now be located at the Research Establishment.

The capacity of installed compressors feeding the Site air service
will allow the rig to be operated at approximately 0.7 kg s~l continuous
flow rate. However, before this can be fully utilised, the cooling
water system serving the compressors has to be uprated. If need be, the
air flow rate can be more than doubled by hiring a mobile diesel-driven
compressor. Air purification equipment is still necessary. Filter
units will be installed to remove particulates and a significant portion
of the oil carried over from the compressors. To reduce the water
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content, a refrigerated compressed air dryer will be provided. This
equipment will be sized to handle the maximum air flow rate envisaged
for the facility. As the plant can remain in service continuously;
regardless cf rig usage, treated air can be supplied to the Sile systoc..
This should result in significant benefits to other users of compressed
air.

In operation, the rig will be required to supply as nearly as
practicable, a constant flow of air at a steady pressure. Controlled
flow rates will vary between 5 and 70 m3/minute approximately, and
pressures between 150 and 550 kPa.

Air supply to the facility will be regulated by a control valve and
industrial controller sensing the downstream pressure. This supply
section will lead to the measurement section of the rig which will be
constructed with three parallel pipe runs of 50, 100 and 150 mm dia-
meter. The footings for the pipe supports will be sufficiently large to
accommodate one extra pipe up to 250 mm diameter. Each of the three
measurement sections will be provided with facilities for differential
pressure flow measuring devices and a sonic nozzle flow meter. The rig
air will be discharged to atmosphere.

As this facility will be capable of passing large volumes of com-
pressed air, its incorrect operation could cause a rapid fall in the
Site air pressure, and so jeopardise the operation of active ventilation
systems and other equipment using air driven instrumentation and actuators.
To guard against this, a valve will be provided to shut off the rig air
supply automatically on failure of electric power to the compressors, or
on a low system pressure alarm. The rig flow control valve will also be
provided with similar safety features.

For construction of the rig, and the uprating of the Site com-
pressed air service, an expenditure of $80 000 will be required. It is
envisaged that construction will be completed in September 1978.

3.7 Technetium-99m Factory

Increased demand for technetium-99ni radioisotope scanning agents
led to a requirement for a facility enabling the high throughput to be
handled with a minimum exposure for operators, and meeting standards of
cleanliness required in the 'Code of Good Manufacturing Practice for
Therapeutic Goods' and Class 3.5 for air cleanliness in AS1386 - 1976.
and AS1387 - 1976 'Cleanrooms and Work-stations'.

The existing General Purpose Cells located in Room 75 of the ex-
tension to the Isotope Production Building consisted of four stainless
steel boxes with Perspex panels set into the front, top and rear faces.
These were located behind a 5 cm lead brick barrier wall with suitable
lead glass viewing panels and remote handling tongs through the front
face and inactive handling gloves in the rear face. The lead wall
divided Room 75 into a 'clean' operating area (front of cells) and a
sealed off servicing area (rear of cells) that encloses the cells on all
sides. Material transfer between cells is by a motor driven 'railway1

trolley running in a duct behind the cells via an air-actuated access
door in the rear of each cell. An additional central access door allows
material to be posted from the operating area.
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The rear-of-cells area is connected to the building exhaust ven-
tilation while the cells have their own booster fans and filter bank for
exhaust and are operated under a negative pressure differential as is
normal practice for glove boxes and similar equipment.

To achieve the required conditions a combination of sealing, pressure
differential arrangement and purging is being implemented. The cells as
supplied are of a very light duty construction with leak rates in excess
of 200 per cent box volume per hour at 500 Pa pressure differential.
Proper sealing is essential for setting up the pressure differentials
and also a secondary defence against ventilation failure as well as
reducing gas consumption. This requires redesign and replacement of all
the rubber seals, providing backing bars on the external panel (top and
rear) and doubling the bolt spacing, plus sundry items such as replacing
some ports and uprating electrical connections. This has been demon-
strated to reduce leakage to below 5 per cent box volume per hour at 500
Pa per day.

On three of the cells (Hos. 2, 3 and k) the cell will be arranged
to be at a positive pressure of approximately 150 Pa with respect to its
surroundings; this prevents in-leakage carrying contaminants into the
cell. The service area surrounding the cell will be maintained at a
pressure of 250 Pa below the front-of-cell area by improving the leak
tightness of the lead barrier wall, the concrete plinth below the cells,
and openings in the ceiling. Thus, although the cell's pressure is
above that of its surroundings, it will be below that of the front-of-
cells operating area. Cell 1 is for storage and posting of material out
of the system via a floor port, and as such will be directly connected
to the exhaust only.

To remove generated contaminants fron the cells, a continual flow
of purified gas will purge the cells. Operations in Cells 3 and l» are
sensitive to oxidation and will operate under a nitrogen atmosphere with
normal flow rate of 2 A s"* (six box changes per hour) while Cell 2,
which will be used for most of the general handling, will operate with
air at a normal flow rate of 10 As"1 (30 box changes per hour).

During times that the access door of these cells is open, the loss
of pressure differential will signal an increase in flow to 20-25 i s~l

air or 6-10 As"1 nitrogen to sweep the flow out the door. Only one
door can be open at a time and not within one minute of a door being
previously opened.

The exhaust duct from Cells 3 and k feeds into one end of the
railway duct while that from Cell 2 feeds the other end. The centrally
placed railway exhaust discharges into the roof extract slot of the
rear-of-cells area, ensuring that the pressure in the cells will be
above that of the railway duct which, in turn, will be above that of the
service area as required, once the restriction in each extract duct has
been set during commissioning.

The equipment purchased to maintain the pressure differentials is a
new range of pneumatic equipment manufactured by Sauter of Switzerland,
utilising a pneumatic differential pressure transmitter (the model
employed here having a very low range of 0 to 500 Pa) sending a signal
to a proportional controller then to a two-way control valve with feed-
back positioner. The valve has a replaceable seat and plug to alter the
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maximum flow obtainable, while the controller and positioner have a
total of five parameters which may be varied to achieve the required
response. These components are accessible without dismantling, allowing
an easy change in operational requirements. Pre-installation tests
suggest that the equipment may be suitable for other areas requiring close
pressure and/or flow control.

Considerable preparation of the gas supply to the cells is necessary
to fulfil the quality requirements. The sequence for each gas is des-
cribed below.

Air is drawn from the Site compressed air supply after the Building
23 plant room filters, then passed through a mist coalescer/separator,
two Deltech oil filters in series, a charcoal bed, pressure regulator
(to set 'door open' flood flow), flow meter (to monitor conditions and
check for abnormal flows indicating leaks, seal failure, etc.), and then
through a Millipore absolute (0.5 urn) filter before being fed to the
Sauter control valve and thence to Cell 2 and the exhaust outlined
previously.

Nitrogen drawn from the building bulk supply is essentially high
purity as delivered from the supplier but is passed through a line
filter, a regulator, Millipore absolute filter (also 0.5 um)» then
through a flow meter and to the Cell 3 and Cell k Sauter systems.

Incorporated in the exhaust of the two nitrogen cells is provision
for the installation of an oxygen analyser to monitor the oxygen level
in the cells and show if any failure of the blanketing system throws
doubt on the integrity of a particular batch of lung or liver scanning
agents. One analyser will monitor a combined flow from both cells and a
changeover manifold will enable each cell to be checked individually to
identify the problem area.

The pneumatic supply for the air system Sauter units and the nitrogen
Sauter units is obtained from the high pressure side of the respective
control valve and separately regulated to minimise cross dependence of
supply.

Similarly the cell-door-opening pneumatic cylinders are operated
from the same gas that is being fed into that cell, so that should a
leak develop it will be of no more than nuisance value. Since* 99mTc has
a short half-life of six hours, access for maintenance can safely be
gained within a matter of days.

Six pressure differentials will be continuously monitored;. Cell 1
below the service area, railway duct above the service area, and front-
of-cell above the service area by Magnehelic gauge, and Cells 2, 3 and U
above the service area by Photohelic gauge with high set point alarm
which will sense any system failure causing cell over-pressure and
initiate the cell door opening condition. If this in turn should fail,
a glove on any of the rear panel ports would be blown off before any
physical damage could be done to the cells. However, in this unlikely
situation the clean conditions of the cell would be lost and also the
batch being processed would be unusable. Following rectification of the
system fault, only a short time would be required to clean up the cell
and return to operation.
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Th« cell sealing has been uprated on each cell atid numerous additional
service lines installed through the front face of the cell and lead wall
and also to connections on the rear of the cell to a bulkhead below the
cell concrete plinth. Electrical services have been uprated and provision
made for future electrical services.

Tie gas preparation and control equipment is being tested before
installation and the revised exhaust system is being readied for instal-
lation also. Following this, the barrier wall will be sealed and a
radiation monitor will be installed at the central railway access door
to guard against the lead personnel shield being opened with active
material present on the trolley.

Commissioning will include setting supply pressures (for maximum
flood gas flow required), exhaust duct restrictions (for normal purging
flow) and the pneumatic equipment parameters to give the required control
characteristics,as well as sundry items, such as cell door opening and
closing speed (slow as possible to prevent sweeping action).

The work was expected to be completed by the end of 1977-

3.8 UFs Containment Vessels

A number of containment vessels, some made in low temperature
carbon steel and others made of Monel metal, were manufactured to
collect and transport UFe• They were made to an extremely high standard
and all stages of manufacture, including material approval, welding
procedure and welder qualification were subject to the most stringent
control and inspection.

A sound root run in the welds is essential to ensure the integrity
of the weld. To achieve the best conditions possible, the circum-
ferential welds joining the end caps to the body of the vessel were made
using a consumable insert to assist in aligning the components and to
provide the weld metal for the root run. The Monel required for the
project, including the insert wire, was imported from the USA. A semi-
automatic welding jig was manufactured and used to ensure that welding
conditions were the same for each weld. The consumable insert technique
was without doubt the correct procedure to ensure sound weld root runs.

Procurement of material with suitable low temperature impact
properties was a major problem in the manufacture of the carbon steel
vessels. A suitable pipe was located and tested to prove the impact
property of the material. Because a suitable plate for the end caps
could not be obtained, extra pipes were purchased, split along the axis
and the pieces flattened to provide the discs from which the end caps
were pressed.

Material with suitable low temperature impact properties is only
available on special order and the minimum quantity is far in excess of
our requirements. (This is a major problem on many Commission projects.)

3.9 Review of Type *A* Packaging

A series of tests has been carried out on the packaging used for
the transport of radiopharmaceuticals, to ensure that it complies with
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the current international regulations. For the low levels of activity
involved 'competent authority1 design approval is not necessary but the
Commission could be asked at any time to demonstrate that the packaging
is designed and constructed in accordance with the regulations. The
tests showed the need for improved can sealing methods, and suitable
equipment to do this has been installed and is now in service. In ouier
respects the current packaging designs proved to be satisfactory.

3.10 Animal House Steriliser

The 1.2 m3 steriliser which has two doors (900 mm x 1200 mm) now
forms part of the sterile boundary of the animal house. It is mainly
used for the sterilisation of wood chips. It was recently overhauled
and modified, but beforehand, the annual inspections were performed by
a licensed inspector from the Department of Labour & Industry (DLI).
Because of the strict limitations now placed on the entry of persons
other than the two animal house staff into the sterile area, it was
ruled that no other person should have access.

The entire unit was inspected by the DLI inspector before
going operational, but the DLI would not agree to the Commission's
proposal that its inspector carry out partial inspection in the future,
i.e. to inspect all parts of the unit except the internal door leading
to the sterile area. As a result the responsibility for the integrity
of the unit passed to the Testing & Inspection Section.

No trouble was experienced until January 1976, when it was noticed
that severe corrosion had taken place during the Christmas break. This
was due to the use of a different type of timber wood chips. Previously
the Radiata Pine wood chips were supplied by the AAEC Carpenters' Shop,
but owing to the shortage, Black Bean chips were purchased off-site.
Black Bean in this environment released volatile acids (e.g. carbonic,
formic and acetic acids) resulting in approximately 25 per cent wall
thickness corrosion.

The unit was withdrawn from service, and an intensive strain gauge
stress analysis performed. It was found that the steriliser was still
in a safe condition, and it was put back into service after coating the
interior with Apexior paint.

Future annual inspections will be performed by the Section with the
assistance of the animal house staff, using closed circuit colour tele-
vision.

3.11 Ventilation System for Centrifuge Enrichment Project Division

A new supply and exhaust ventilation system has been designed by
the Works Section, manufactured on outside contract, installed and
commissioned. The first contract for manufacture of the duct systems,
associated components and a large special-purpose exhaust hood, all for
inside the building, was completed at a cost of $10 537, with instal-
lation by the Site Plant & Maintenance Section, in June 1976. A second
contract (different contractor) for manufacture and installation of the
parts of the system, external to the building, was completed at a cost
of $Ul 512, the Site Plant & Maintenance Section doing all the electrical
installation inside the building. Commissioning was a joint effort
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between the contractors and Site Plant & Maintenance and Works Sections,
under the control of the Works Section Construction Supervisor.

The air supply system comprises a 3800 mm high structural steel
platform supporting a soundproofed plenum house and a fan rated at 5200
H s~*. A 60 kW bank of electrical heaters is installed in the duct
before it enters the building. The duct system inside the building
supplies air at ceiling and floor level in two rooms, also 1900 H s~
directly into the base of a special power siipply \init.

- i

The air exhaust system comprises a 5190 ram high structural steel
platform supporting two fans, each rated at 5200 As"1, each supporting
a stack to exhaust vertically at 10 190 mm above ground level. One fan
is selected 'operational1 and the other 'automatic standby'. Two volume
control dampers operate remotely in conjunction with the fan selection
and both automatically close on demand to limit flow to 5 per cent in
the case of a fire. The duct system inside the building dravs air from
the top of the special power supply unit, three grilles in one room and
the special exhaust hood in the other room, with the intention of pro-
viding negative pressure differential inside the rooms compared to other
parts of the building.

The electrical control system is fairly complex because of the
standby exhaust fan, air flow rates, heating and fire condition require-
ments. There are two separately located motor control centres and a
control panel external to the ventilated rooms, and one repeater panel
located in a control room inside the building adjacent to the ventilated
rooms.

3.12 Decontamination Facility for Centrifuge Enrichment Project
Division

A decontamination facility has been designed by the Works Section
for manufacture by outside contract and installation by the Site Plant &
Maintenance Section. A contract was let to George A. Sears Pty Ltd,
with a completion date of September 1977«

The main part of the facility is a 2600 mm long x 3110 mm high x
800 mm deep stainless steel fume cupboard which admits a pneumatic
monorail hoist and carriage through a doorway at one end for the full
2600 mm length. There are two sets of vertically sliding double windows
at the front and a further sliding panel at the opposite end to the
monorail doorway. A large9 stainless steel washing bench and two
Formica-topped assembly benches, etc., comprise the complete facility
for disassembly and decontamination of 'crashed' machines for ultimate
reassembly.

The monorail hoist and carriage, lights and power points are flame-
proof. Exhaust air from the fume cupboard is released to atmosphere by
a duct-fan-stack installation at 8 m above ground level.

The 13 m long monorail system is horseshoe shaped to enable machines
to be transported from stainless steel work benches to and from the
facility. The horseshoe layout has been brought about by the constraints
of the building. The pneumatic hoist provides a flameproof facility
with an infinite range of hoisting and travelling speeds up to the unit
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maxima. The total estimated cost is $U7 000 made up of $35 000 con-
tract, plus $12 000 for Site effort.

3.13 Isotope Applications Building

A contract was let to Tosich Construction Pty Lt3, for the sum. of
$280 500 for the construction of the new Isotope Applications Building.
It was completed three months ahead of schedule.

The Commission has acquired considerable experience in the develop-
ment of radioisotopes for industrial use, and programs in radioisotope
applications research have expanded to cover borehole analysis, on-
stream analysis, nuclear techniques in hydrology, radioisotope tracing
and entomology. A number of these research and development programs
require large heavy rigs, which are impossible to install in available
laboratories. The lack of suitable facilities could have precluded the
Commission from undertaking industrial consulting work.

The building has two wings. The northern wing contains six offices
and two air conditioned laboratories which will house highly sophisti-
cated electronic equipment to process signals from detectors in the main
laboratory. The main laboratory wing is a large open area of approxi-
mately 200 m2, equipped with a 5 tonne overhead crane with a ̂  m clearance
between the floor and inside of the hook. The floor has three mild-
steel lined, experimental pits, 1.25 m diameter x U.5-6.5 m deep. The
lining has a polyurethane epoxy copolymer finish. A1.0xl.5mx 600
mm deep stainless-steel lined, source pit and four stainless-steel lined
100 mm diameter x 3.̂ 5 m deep and one 230 m diameter x 5-15 m deep
storage holes are also provided. Normal active laboratory equipment
such as tun dishes, sinks, gas lines, power outlet, hot and cold water
have also been provided. Built into the floor are 2 x 100 ra PVC conduits
with five access pits to carry cables from the rigs to the electronics
laboratories.

3.Ik Building Maintenance

For the second year in succession, the limitation on available
funds severely restricted the extent of preventive maintenance for
buildings. With allowance for inflation, the available funds were only
55 per cent of those available in 197̂ -75» and only essential works were
carried out. No relief was available from the Site Plant & Maintenance
Section owing to staff limitations.

The funds available for 1977-78 will enable some preventive main-
tenance to be undertaken, but the backlog of work will restrict the
available preventive work, especially when major items are included,
such as the replacement of the lining of the HIFAR sealed building
(estimated $U5 000).

3.15 Building Roof Repairs

The roof of the Building 2 Chemistry wing has continuously given
trouble. Together with the roof of the Fuel Element Development Bay in
Building 3 it was replaced in 1969.

During the early part of February 1977 a section of the membrane
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and the whole roof of the wing suffered hail damage. The stripped
section was replaced as a matter of urgency with a new waterproof ply
sub-base, but the question of payment had to be resolved later as the
original contractor claimed the damage was an 'Act of God1 and therefore
not covered by the warranty. Hail damage in the same storm was also
claimed as an 'Act of God1.

The legal situation was complicated by the fact that the original
contractor has undergone a series of takeovers and changes of name.
There was one further major complication in that the type of roof used
can be laid only under licence from the product mi .mfacturers. The
original company had its licence withdrawn in 1971 and the situation was
that if it or its successor carried out repair, the warranty was void.
This vas resolved by agreement between the agents of the manufacturers
and the company in the case of the Fuel Element Development Bay but it
took some five to six years to resolve. In that case the Commission
accepted its liability to pay for the replacement of the sub-base as it
had been pointed out at the time of the original contract that the
Commission would have been liable for the cost of this modification to
the roof. For che Chemistry Wing, this solution would involve a large
expenditure ($20 000 for material without labour) and could not be
recommended by Works Section. The contractor and agents would not
accept responsibility for what could be a continuing repair situation
until the expiry of the warranty in 199̂ - If the warranty proves to be
legally unenforceable, there are only two alternatives:

C"1) To accept the financial responsibility for repairs either by
Commission staff or by contract.

(2) To cover the roof with alternative materials.

The first alternative has been adopted.

3.16 Updating of the Site Emergency Alarm System

Assistance is being given to tne Safety Department and the Director,
Commission Security in the proposed acquisition of a new advanced
electronic alarm and data gathering system to replace the existing Site
Emergency Office Alarm Console which is nearing the end of its useful
life. The proposed system will have improved reliability, and a monitoring
capability many times greater than at present by utilising a common pair
of wires for multipole alarms, compared to one alarm per pair at present.
Interfacing to closed circuit television and public address facilities
may be included later.

3.17 Maintenance

Responsibility for maintenance of the fleet of approximately 100
vehicles, including sedans, station wagons, Land Rovers, exploration
vehicles, fork lift trucks, mobile cranes, etc., was tranferred from
Administration to the Site Plant & Maintenance Section on 28th February
1977. This move followed discussions with senior Administrative staff
and implemented some of the recommendations of a report by the Deputy
Maintenance Superintendent in December 1976. The general transport
position is still under review, but it is highly probable that the
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Commission will, in future, purchase all vehicles required for its
operation instead of hiring a large percentage of them through the
Department of Administrative Services.

Electrical work on the Centrifuge Enrichment Project is progx^essing
satisfactorily and, if there are no further modifications to control
circuitry, and delivery of outstanding plant items is expedited, the
remainder of the work should be completed quickly. The Centrifuge
Enrichment Development standby diesel plant was connected to an elec-
trical load cell and operated for two hours at 75 per cent load factor.
Although the operation was satisfactory under simulated load conditions,
it is proposed to carry out a complete mechanical and electrical service
before commissioning the enrichment plant. The plant is now fully
housed in a building constructed by the Section's carpentry staff.

Ho.2 Boiler was stripped down for annual survey and maintenance by
contract. The vork included repairs to furnace brickwork, overhaul of
all pressure mountings, cleaning of steam drums, decarbonising and
overhaul of oil burner diffuser assemblies, measuring of tube deflections,
repairs to a forced draught fan, cleaning of uptakes, hydrostatic testing
and stack inspection. While the plant was under repair, it was inspected
by the Department of Labour and Industry Inspector who issued a certifi-
cate for a further 12 months' operation.

Power supplies were affected by severe transients on several
occasions in December 1976 due to bushfires which had activated pro-
tective equipment controlling the distribution of power in the State's
330 kV transmission system. By the time grid stability had been restored,
the reactor and several important services had tripped, through momentary
interruption to power supplies.

3.18 Substation No.7 Iterating

Uprating of electrical supplies for the Centrifuge Enrichment
Production Division is under way. A new 500 kVA 11 000/1(33 V trans-
former has been manufactured to the Commission's specifications and
delivered for installation in Substation 7.

3.19 Clean Rooms in the Isotope Production Building

Portion of the rapidly increasing radiopharmaceutical product
program involves providing freeze-dried radiopharmaceuticals whose
preparation requires high standard clean room conditions. The existing
clean room has just been enlarged and planning is under way for another
clean room complex in another part of the building. High standard
ventilation and air conditioning forms a major portion of these works
and poses further problems in the latter installation as regards venti-
lation differential pressures and air flow directions in relation to
adjoining biological laboratories and radiopharmaceutical production
areas.

3.20 Computer Extensions

Extensions of the Site Dataway and Serial Multipole User Terminals
(SMUT) systems to the Library were under construction. The works com-
prise installation of underground ducts to carry the required cables,
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together with Dataway and SMUT Terminal Boxes and Dataway Indicator
Boards in several buildings. It will give the Library's computer and
peripherals access to the central computer. Program Managers and the
Site Planning Unit (Building 25), Radioisotope Applications Research
(Building 67), Staff and Accounts Sections (Building l) will be connected
at the same time to the SMUT system which will provide these groups wiuh
essentially a one-line Dataway service. Dataway Terminal Boxes will be
installed in the Instrumentation & Isotope Building (Building 16) and
Engineering Design (Building 25) to facilitate future connection to the
Dataway. A SMUT Terminal Box will be provided in the Administration
Building for future connection to the Contract and Supply Sections.

3.21 Quality Assurance

Considerable effort is being devoted to the preparation of a
Quality Assurance Manual for the Engineering Services Department which
will form a basis for another quality assurance manual for the new
research reactor. The manuals are based on the broad guidelines laid
down by the IAEA.

3.22 Site Ventilation Standard

A ventilation Code of Practice is under preparation for the design,
construction, installation and operation of ventilation systems at the
Research Establishment, with particular emphasis on active ventilation
systems. At present there is no universally accepted code apart from
guidelines in report AAEC/PM17- Overseas and other Australian standards,
codes, reports and technical documents have been studied to assist in
the eventual production of the code of practice that will best suit the
Research Establishment and the Licensing & Regulatory Bureau's require-
ments. It is anticipated that the first sections of the draft document
will be ready for review later in 1977-

3.23 New Reactor Study

The Works Design Subsection completed the conceptual design
and budget estimates for the proposed new reactor. The estimates and
conceptual designs covered the building and its structure, normal services,
ventilation and site services to the building, which included water
supply, sewerage, active and trade waste reticulation, provision of in-
ground ducts for other services such as the secondary cooling circuit,
cooling tower basin, access roads and landscaping. Estimates were also
prepared for the Electrical and Transport Containers Subsection's design
of the site electrical services. Architectural conceptual sketch plans,
sections and elevations were prepared. Various alternative sites adjacent
to the proposed site were investigated and it has been found that, owing
to the uniform slope of the area around the proposed site, the reactor
complex could have a number of alternative positions and orientation of
the beam hall with little or no effect on the building and site services
costs.

3.2k Welfare Fund Projects

The extension to the Amenities Block is under construction with
Works Section acting as builder. The complete drainage to the existing
change rooms has had to be reconstructed owing to settling of the existing
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filled ground under the building. Problems were encountered in
finding a good foundation for the extensions, some piers being 7 m to
rock.

Works Section arranged the construction of the A::i;:.j.l Park, Uoii.g
volunteer labour. This park is being established with the advice and
supervision of the National Parks and Wild Life Service.

3.25 Design Drafting Subsection

There has been a change of emphasis on projects handled by the
Drawing Office in addition to providing drafting support for the more
involved engineering projects. The system introduced last year to
provide design and manufacturing services is now being fully utilised.
The advantages of the system are twofold; it provides the client with a
complete service freeing him from the task of following up and answering
workshop queries, and it stimulates greater job interest, and most
importantly, encourages feedback and closer liaison between the workshops
and drawing offices. Typical of projects handled on these lines are
investigations into the failure of polytetrafluoroethylene seals and
bursting discs on hydrogen fluoride storage tanks.

Other projects which are being carried out in a similar manner are
sections of the HIFAR pneumatic isotope delivery system which also
involve testing and commissioning.

Current projects in process of design or manufacture, not requiring
engineering effort are as follows:

(1) High pressure observation cell - Chemical Technology Division

(2) Liquid radioisotope transport container - Isotope Applications
Research Section

(3) HIFAR vehicle air lock cylinders - HIFAR Operations Section

(h) Bottle capping and decapping tools - Isotope Division

(5) Bottle filling machine for technetium-99m - Isotope Division.

A number of urgent requests were also handled, such as a modified
drum lifting beam for handling the recent shipments of yellowcake.
Drawing and calculation to comply with the Code of Practice were com-
pleted within 2k hours and the modifications made next day by the Site
Plant & Maintenance Section.

PART IV - INFORMATION SERVICES

1. LIBRARY SERVICES (W.H. Neale)

Development of the International Nuclear Information System (INIS)
services continued throughout the period. Applied Mathematics and
Computing Division modified IBM's Information Retrieval and Management
System (IRMS) to convert it from batch to interactive mode. As a
result, the INIS data base from January 1971* onwards is available for
on-line computer searching. Searches are carried out on each two-year
period with a response time of 10 seconds for a complex search of
120 000 documents. Batch searching of documents from the 1972-73 period
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is available. This development has led to a marked increase in the use
of INIS and must improve the staff's awareness of existing research
information.

The Research Establishment Library has continued to participate in
a number of projects in conjunction with the National Library of Australia
and other Commonwealth organisations. One study which has reached
completion is the production of current awareness lists of overseas
published technical reports received in Australia. Another project
still in the planning stage is the proposed list of Australian Research
& Development reports.

The Library has obtained the equipment to enable computer terminal
access to a. large number of literature data bases at the Lockheed
Information System's computers in Palo Alto, California, USA. Despite
the cost of telephone line connect time-, searches are extremely rapid
and economical. The main abstracting services of .all fields of science
and technology are available. Voluminous search results may be printed
out in Palo Alto and airmailed to Lucas Heights.

The PDP11/3U mini-computer has been delivered and is awaiting final
installation. Implementation of the commercial nuclear information
system will then proceed.

PART V - SAFETY SERVICES

1. RADIATION MONITORING OF NUCLEAR POWERED WARSHIPS (J.C.E. Button,
E.D. Hespe)

The Safety Department had a prominent role in the preparation and
execution of the radiation monitoring arrangements associated with the
visits of nuclear powered warships to Australian ports during 1976. •
Visits were made by USS Snook to Garden Island, Western Australia, in
August 1976, USS Truxtun to Melbourne in September 1976, USS Enterprise
to Hobart in October-November 1976, and USS Long Beach to Melbourne in
October-November 1976 (the Enterprise and Long Beach visits coincided).

Major contributions were made to the development of the Common-
wealth's guidelines for monitoring operations during these visits.

• The Department was also given the major part of the responsibility
for the preparation of port-specific, detailed operational plans which
covered monitoring operations and emergency arrangements, for organisation
of the provision of monitoring staff and equipment, for establishing
liaison with state intrumentalities (health departments, state emergency
services, police, port authorities, etc.), for the organisation of
emergency training exercises involving the local authorities and for the
execution of the monitoring operations. The latter involved continuous
surveillance, during the entire periods of the visits, by two-man
monitoring teams on a shift roster. Each team consisted of a profes-
sional health physicist from the AAEC, Commonwealth Health Department or
State instrumentalities, and a technician supplied by the Royal Australian
Navy. The strain of these activities on Safety Department resources was
severe, particularly during the coincident visits to Hobart and Melbourne.
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The experience gained has led to a review of the monitoring arrange-
ments. This review has been carried out jointly by officers of the
Safety Department, the Licensing and Regulatory Bureau and the Depart-
ment of Health. Revised monitoring guidelines have now been proponed
which will enable the objectives of the monitoring program to be achieved
with less staff and equipment.

2. RADIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS RELATED TO PROPOSED ^Ar DISCHARGE
LIMITS (M.W. Carter)

Gamma spectrometry measurements near HIFAR over several months have
been made to determine the dose due to the emission of MlAr, and to
compare this with the calculations of dose used to derive suggested l|lAr
discharge limits. They indicated that the suggested limits (100 Ci per
day) are conservative and do not need to be reduced. To obtain more
comprehensive data would require making measurements at several locations
over a period of years, and it is considered that the considerable
expenditure in manpower and resources required would not add sufficient
new information to be justified.

3. EMERGENCY ARRANGEMENTS FOR SHIPMENT OF YELLOWCAKE (j.C.E. Button)

Emergency arrangements were prepared for the road transport of
yellowcake from Lucas Heights to Glebe Island Container Terminal. After
consideration of the risks involved, Safety Department proposed that an
adequate emergency arrangement would be to have a health physics and
decontamination team, with appropriate equipment, on standby at the
Research Establishment; the Safety Assessment Committee approved this
proposal.

However, at the insistence of NSW authorities, it became necessary
for the team to accompany the convoy transporting the first shipment in
June. The NSW Radiological Advisory Council agreed with representations
that this level of emergency arrangement was unnecessarily high and for
subsequent shipment to a Sydney container terminal it would suffice for
the emergency team to remain on standby at the Research Establishment.
This was done for the second shipment in September.

U. RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY PROGRAM (E.D. Hespe)

After Safety Department was given the responsibility for the Research
Establishment Environmental Survey Program it undertook to carry out a
critical review of the program. Unfortunately low staff numbers and
major diversions of effort to other activities such as monitoring of
nuclear powered warships, have resulted in little progress in this task,
and the program continues unaltered from previous years. Efforts will '
be made in the coming year to complete the review and to implement any
changes seen as necessary or desirable.

The results of the survey show that, as in previous years, radio-
activity discharges from Lucas Heights have trivial public health
significance.

5. ACCIDENT STATISTICS (K. Morrison)

In the 12-month period ending 30 September 1977, 602 Accident/



Incident Reports were submitted by staff. Of these 50l» related to work
accidents, 5*» were for injuries sustained during travel and UU were
related to sporting activities; 196 of them resulted in lost time.
None of the work-related accidents resulted in serious injury.

During the period, 162 claims for Workers' Compensation were lodged
as a result of injuries received.

6. FAULT TREE AMD RELIABILITY SAFETY STUDIES (T. Moss)

As part of a project in conjunction with the Instrumentation and
Control Division to evaluate the performance of the HIFAR Containment
System, useful developments in the automatic resolution of fault trees
associated with large systems were made and a computer program incor-
porating those developments prepared (the TERMAP code). Further
research and development of improved fault tree resolution techniques
will continue, directed towards improving the usability and value of the
fault tree technique for both design and safety assessment purposes.

7. CHARCOAL BED POISONING TRIAL (F.G. May)

The effect on charcoal of the vapours of a number of common chemicals
is being determined. Previous tests had already shown that the vapour
of methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) had no discernible effect on the methyl
iodide trapping ability of the charcoal used for rid'.o-iodine absorption,
even though the initial tests were performed within minutes of the
passage of high concentrations of solvent vapour.

Other solvents which can now be added to the safe list (Class A)
with MEK are acetone, methanol and water.

Some of the chemicals caused a temporary reduction in charcoal bed
performance but recovery was complete after a few days purging with
clean air. These solvents will receive a B classification, for limited
use upstream of iodine absorbers; Class B solvents so far identified
are methylated spirits, ethanol, chloroform, carbon disulphide and
benzene.

With Class C solvents the bed required purging for several weeks
before it recovered. Solvents placed in Class C are di-ethyl ether,
dichloromethane and carbon tetrachloride. Use of these solvents near
radio-iodine absorbers should be restricted and only permitted where no
suitable alternatives exist in Classes A and B.

Class D solvents caused a marked reduction in bed performance and .
although some recovery was observed the effect would persist for many
months. The use of these solvents near charcoal beds should be for-
bidden wherever possible. Class D solvents tentatively identified are
kerosene, n-propanol and petroleum spirit.

With Class E chemicals, recovery is too slow to be detectable and
the leading edge of the charcoal bed is progressively poisoned. In
general, Class E chemicals will be liquids with a high boiling point and
low (but not insignificant) volatility, such as di-octyl-phthalate (DOP)
and Araldite hardener. The cumulative effect of the vapour is being
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determined and from this the desirability of limiting the amount used
upstream of the beds may be determined.

Nitric, hydrochloric and acetic acids may have to be added to
either Class D or Class E chemicals. Their use cannot be forbidden
upstream of the charcoal beds but the beds must be protected from the
acid vapours by caustic soda traps. The cumulative effect of small
quantities of the acid vapours on the beds is being determined.

PART VI - SERVICES PROVIDED BY RESEARCH DIVISIONS

Scientific services required by Site Management are provided by
Divisions and Sections where the appropriate skills exist.

1. APPLIED MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTING (Chief - D.J. Richardson)

1.1 Introduction and Summary

The Applied Mathematics and Computing Division provides specialised
mathematical and programming advice and assistance to all parts of the
Commission, together with a computing service based upon a large IBM360/65
central computer and a network.

Computer usage has remained steady, but the demand for on-line dat:i
storage has increased dramatically. Two additional disk storage drives
were installed in December 1976 and the on-line disk storage capacity is
now 1000 megabytes. An operator's display console was installed in July
1977, and a new card reader and card punch replaced the old combined
card reader/punch in August 1977.

The central computer is now unmanned at weekends and during the
night shift but interactive terminal access is available seven days a
week. The provision of interactive facilities during silent hours has
proved successful.

. The UNIX operating system for PDP11 computers was purchased from
Western Electric-Bell Laboratories in May 1977. This system will be
used to control data base access and graphics facilities on the satellite
PDPll/t»5 computer.

Considerable system software development took place. A new MVT
operating system (release 21.8D) and a new HASP spooling system were
generated and local modifications to these systems were consolidated.
Documentation of HASP modifications is complete, and documentation of
the MVT changes is proceeding. A suite of programs has been developed
within the Division to give rapid access, both interactive and batch, to
the International Nuclear Information System (INIS). The local inter-
active editor, LOGON, has been extended to give better error recovery
facilities.

A cross-assembler is being developed to enable Intel Microprocessor
programs to be prepared on the IBM360 central computer. The versatility
of the ACL-NOVA programming system has been extended by the provision of
statistical routines.



1.2 Computer Operation

Back-up Dumping of User Datasets
(G.W. Cox, T.G. Gollan)

All back-up dumping of user data tc tape is now dore v.sir.g the
AEMOVE program. Weekly dumps are taken of normal user disk datasets and
daily dximps are taken of LOGON data, ACL saved programs and critical
system datasets. Weekly dumps are done to one of four groups of tapes
which rotate every month, and daily dumps are done to five sets of tapes
which rotate once a week.

The change in procedure from use of the IEHDASDR program means that
the time taken to do the dumping is significantly reduced. The major
advantage, however, comes from the fact that because dumping is by
dataset rather than by disk, retrieval is many tiroes easier. Instead of
restoring a whole disk and then copying the required dataset, it is
merely necessary to recatalog the user dataset on the dump tape. Running
the user job which references the dataset will then automatically invoke
the archive retrieval system, and the dataset is then restored from the
dump tape as though it had been archived there.

Disk Data Archiving and Retrieval
(D.J. Richardson, G.W. Cox, T.G. Gollan)

An archiving and automatic retrieval system for user disk datasets
has been implemented using a system based on the AEMOVE program.

AEMOVE is now run weekly to move all user datasets with the several
functions of eliminating unused space from user datasets, ordering
datasets on disks according to their usage, archiving low-usage datasets
on tape, and recovering and de-fragmenting free work space on storage
and public disk volumes. Retrieval of datasets which have been archived
on tape has been implemented by invoking a subset of the AEMOVE program
from the OS job-step initiator. This arranges for any archived datasets
referenced in the job step to be copied to a storage disk volume and
catalogued there prior to the start of the job step. From the user's
point of view this is quite transparent - he does not need to know that
it will be necessary or that it has occurred. The only effect which may
be noticed is that the first usage of a dataset for some time may take
of the order of five minutes - a little longer than the disk mount which
would otherwise be necessary. From the system's point of view, experience
has shown that disk mounting contentions are now almost non-existent and
the system runs well with fewer on-line disks than previously.

Computer Users' Groups

The Commission has maintained an active role and interest in the
various IBM computer users' groups. These include the worldwide SHARE
organisation which meets in North America twice a year, its European
counterpart, SEAS which meets three times each year, and the Sydney
based DOS/OS group that has members from all states of Australia and
from New Zealand. Mr C.B. Mason is President of the DOS/OS Group, and
therefore actively involved in its running and development.

A recent report by the DOS/OS Group sets out the group's plans for



diversification beyond the basic systems programming level to make
greater use of special interest groups in establishing a higher level of
contact with IBM, developing closer cooperation with other IBM user
groups in Australia and in achieving greater member company involvement.
These moves are seen as bringing the group closer to a SHARE-like
organisation. The DOS/OS Group meets monthly and has had a wide range
of topics and speakers at its meetings in the last year. Membership
increased by 10 per cent in the period.

Dr D.G. Walker, Counsellor (Atomic Energy), Washington, attended
the August 1976 meeting of SHARE in Montreal on our behalf and his
secretary attended the general session of the August 1977 meeting in
Washington. Dr Walker provided an excellent report on the Montreal
meeting answering many of the technical questions raised in his brief.
He was unavailable for this year's meeting and with the impossibility of
sending a member of the Division to the US, his secretary fulfilled our
membership obligations by registering and voting in a vital membership
qualification issue. SHARE and SEAS continue to provide much valuable
information through their meeting proceedings and communications, but
much more could be achieved if it were possible for a member of the
Division to attend a meeting each year. This has often been demon-
strated in the past when we have managed to be directly represented.

Weekend Computer Access

The central computing facilities are now available 2U hours per
day, seven days a week on a. permanent basis. Continuous operation of
the computer has reduced the number of system failures and has proved
useful for Isotope Production validation runs, for exceptionally long
jobs, and for data logging of extended experiments at the Research
Establishment.

Computer room access is restricted at weekends, unless prior arrange-
ments have been made with the computer operations supervisor, but remote
job entry and output are not restricted. Operators are not rostered
during weekends and this means that jobs submitted to the central com-
puter must not request operator intervention, such as magnetic tape
mounting. Installation of the 2501 card reader in the job preparation
has also improved the weekend job submission facilities available to
users.

A paging device (beeper) is on loan for use in case of system
failure during silent hours. The computer operations supervisor may be
contact by the Site Emergency Office if any problems arise.

Computer Usage

Monthly Usage Figures

IBM central computer usage is given in Table 1.1. The average
monthly computer usage was 357 h (meter time) compared to 321 for the
previous period. The average job processing (CPU) time was 1.13 minutes
compared to 1.2 minutes for the previous period.
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TABLE 1.1

COMPUTER USAGE

Month
Recorded Processing (CPU) Time Meter Time Number

(system of
operational) Jobs

AAEC Universities, Total
Usage AINSE Usage
(h) (h) (h) (h)

1976

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

1977

Jan.

Feb.

March

April

May

June

July

August

Total

Monthly
average
for above

136

132*

145

113

93

187

256

178

218

258

173

178

2067

172

1

1

2

7

1

2

2

1

1

1

5

2

26

2

137

133*

147

120

94

189

258

179

219

259

178

180

2093

174

347

322

308

272

260

318

441

407

428

428

380

381

4292

357

6553

8989*

8695

8136

7989

8587

10406

7607

10597

11365

9870

11314

110008

9167

Average for
previous 11 161
months

165 321 8057

*Data lost for period 1.10.76 to 14.10.76. Estimates based on
figures for remainder of October.

The significant proportions of the computer usage by Divisions are:

Physics
Applied Mathematics & Computing
Engineering Research
Administration
Centrifuge Enrichment Project
Others (less than h% each)

38.1%
22.6%
1U.1*
U.8%
k.0%
16. W
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CPU Time Ratios

The ratio of CPU time anC .aeter time is a measure of CPU utilisation,
that is, the percentage of the system active time that I/O activity is
overlapped with CPU processing. The present ratio of 1»8 per cent is to
be compared to 51 per cent for the previous period.

1.3 System Software

Consolidation and Documentation of the HASP and OS Systems
~ ( G . R . James)

Considerable efforts were made during the year to consolidate all
the Commission's computer operating system modifications to both HASP
and OS/MVT. The spooling system, HASP, was regenerated from a new
distribution tape and all local modifications documented in a form
acceptable to the SHARE organisation. A detailed report is being pub-
lished describing this work and the techniques established for the
maintenance of HASP.

A similar exercise has been conducted with the MVT portion of our
operating system, starting with a regeneration of release 21.7 in
January to identify all related local modifications and to establish a
base for future development. This was followed by the implementation of
the current and latest release 21.8D, to include Multiple Console Support
(MCS) for the newly installed 3270 Operator's Display System, support
for the new 2501 card reader and lM2 card punch, shared DASDI (disk
access) for the PDP11/03 INTERDISK system, and full machine and channel
check handling. A companion report on this work is being written.

System Maintenance and Enhancement
(G.R. James, C.B. Mason)

Day-to-day trouble shooting of system related faults and software
problems continues. These occur in the IBM components of the system, in
the local modifications to that system and in locally written routines
that rely on system intervals. Difficulties in fault location and
correction are compounded by the need to maintain system integrity
during the prime shift (day time). Unfortunately, this has not always
been possible.

A number of changes have been made to HASP and OS to improve their
throughput. These include provision of three additional initiators,
called I-initiators, for interactive jobs. An improved job queue priority
table, with additional buffers and unit control blocks, was provided to
cope with the growth in terminal activity. Aspects of system security
have been closely studied and all account numbers (passwords) have now
been encoded within the system.

Greater emphasis has been placed on the use of System Management
Facility (SMF) computer usage statistics. A variety of reports have
been produced as an aid to system performance analysis and tuning.
Specifications have also been drawn up for management oriented reports
on Division and Project Computer Usage. This work is seen as the
beginning of a much more detailed performance evaluation which will be
needed for the forthcoming trial of the Time Sharing Option (TSO) and



for any future comparison with the Virtual Storage (VS) Operating
Systems.

Compatibility with VS/370 Systems
(C.B. Mason)

The current generation of IBM computers, the 370 systems, use a
Virtual Storage (VS) Operating System. This vas initially adr.pted from
OS/MVT (as is used here) and was called VS2 Rel2 (SVS). Since then, the
system has "been rewritten so that each user has his own complete address
space in a system now called MVS.

For reasons of program portability it was necessary to modify a
number of programs (that used internal system functions) to get them
running under MVS. One of these is the one-step monitor AELINK which is
used in the AUS and POW nuclear codes and is also in use with the
British Aircraft Corporation in t,he UK.

Program Development
(R.P. Backstrom)

Several major improvements have been made to LOGON, the interactive
editing and job submission program, over the past twelve months. The
most important innovation is the temporary saving of LOGON sessions on
TIME-OUT. If there is no user activity at a terminal on the Dataway for
approximately nine minutes, a windup signal is sent to the IBM360 com-
puter and LOGON is terminated. LOGON intercepts this request and saves
the current session under a temporary name unique to each user and
automatically retrieves it for the user on next logging on. This also
copes with permanent transmission errors on the Dataway due to hardware
malfunction.

New dataset manipulation programs have also been provided for
interactive use at Dataway terminals. They allow users access to their
own datasets, typically for renaming or deleting members of partitioned
datasets or for deleting or renaming datasets. Stringent checks ensure
access only to the user's own datasets as well as requiring a 'verify1

step at every request to guard against spelling mistakes.

Identification of Coordination Polyhedra
(l.M. Johnson (Vacation Student), G.W. Cox)

An algorithm for fitting regular polyhedra of different types to
experimentally determined polyhedral crystal structures was developed
for Dr J.C. Taylor of Chemistry Division. The need for such a procedure
arises from the difficulty of visualising the three-dimensional manipu- •
lation of polyhedra with more than about seven vertices. The algorithm
matches interbond angles of trial and observed polyhedra, and uses a
mixed radix number system to generate permutations in such a way as to
minimise the computation required. The algorithm is implemented in
FORTRAN and has been used to identify or confirm the polyhedral type
involved in a number of heavy-metal halides.



Improved Information at Remote Stations
(G.R. James, J.M. Tobias)

HASP was modified to send a block of information about a job to the
remote computer which submitted it, when the end of the job is detected.
This enables the remote computer to record information about the jobs
which have been submitted through it; there is also some potential for
detecting error situations where a job's submission is prematurely
terminated. This is an area to which fxiture attention co\iTd be directed.

Centrifuge Enrichment Batch Station
(J.M. Tobias)

Considerable improvements in the security and integrity of the
Centrifuge Enrichment batch station have been achieved. A complete
software review was carried out with a number of faults detected and
subsequently rectified. The aim was to give users at batch stations
confidence in the system, and hopefully this goal has been partially, if
not completely, achieved.

Several extensions were incorporated in the system. These included:

(1) The implementation of informative messages notifying the user
of the status of a job submitted. This feature was incor-
porated in cooperation with G.R. James, who modified HASP so
that a X'6l' command would be issued whenever a job was read.
This allows the printing on the Centrifuge Enrichment console
of HASP's view of the job read, and enables certain types of
JCL errors to be immediately flagged on the local console.
The message includes items such as job number, time read in,
number of cards read, etc.

(2) Four new commands have been implemented :
two printer control commands - FPRT, BPRT
two card reader commands - CRDR, PRDR.

(3) The line printer code was modified so that printing would
commence as soon as the printer enable button was depressed.
This alleviated the need for the operator to enter a special
command on the console for each job to be printed.

(U) Various status checks were implemented, one example of which
is the checking of return status on the issue of NOP.

Several hardware problems arose, some being very difficult to
diagnose accurately. Perhaps the most difficult was the problem of
Dataway transfers into the upper regions of memory, with transfers
terminating in mid-stream for no apparent reason. It was therefore
impossible to load and execute programs in the top areas of memory.

A new stand-alone dump program was developed to replace the previous
compact, yet unsophisticated dump routine. Dumping procedures were also
simplified for operator convenience.

Three additional terminal drivers have been incorporated into the
batch station operating system, bringing the total support configuration



to one card reader, one line printer and up to four terminals, of which
one terminal doubles as an operator's console.

Development of an Assembler for the INTEL
Microprocessor Family

(J.M. Tobias)

A cross-assembler is being developed for an INTEL microprocessor.
The INTEL CPU is a byte-oriented BMOS computer, with quite a sophis-
ticated instruction set, and the processor is at present being evaluated
for possible incorporation into xhe AAEC computing network.

The cross-assembler is being developed on the IBM360/65 computer,
and will produce, among other files, a paper-tape representation of code
that can be loaded directly into the memory of the microprocessor. The
implementation language is Pascal.

FORTRAN Preprocessors
(G.W. Peady)

Two FORTRAN preprocessors have been obtained and made available as
standard procedures on the IBM360. The preprocessors, FTS and MORTRAN,
have been introduced to allow users to program more efficiently and
effectively using structured programming techniques while retaining
FORTRAN as the basic language.

A suite of multiple precision FORTRAN subroutines has been obtained
and is now available for use. Included in the subroutines are many
scientific functions which can be evaluated to any selected precision.

Portable FORTRAN
(G.W. Peady)

A subset of the FORTRAN language has been defined as portable
FORTRAN (i.e. FORTRAN which is machine independent) and the PFORT pro-
gram has been obtained and implemented. This program checks any program
for compliance with this subset of the language. The program also
performs inter-program unit checks as well as providing a detailed
description of each of the individual program units.

This program is recommended for use in the checking of any FORTRAN
code obtained from another institution and also for any code being sent
elsewhere. It can also be used for debugging.

RT-11 Software
(G.W. Peady)

The previously written flexible diskette handler (for the AAEC
Flexible diskette system) was installed in the RT-11 monitor but was not
able to be fully tested because of the hardware problems with the diskettes.

The program which was written to allow interaction with the IBM360
using $,$A,$. commands has been extended to include all the graphics
facilities used by Physics Division. It has also been changed to reply,
with an appropriate message, to any other computer which communicates
with it. The program also has a new scroller which has variable rate
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scrolling of a full screen, and fast clear-screen capabilities.

Some changes were made to the RT-11 monitor to allow a program to
simulate input from the console, and this facility is used to bootstrap
the GTM system to the display rather than the keyboard.

UNIX Operating System
(G.W. Peady)

Preliminary study has been made of the structure of the UNIX system
and a handler to allow the Gllkh to act as an upper/lower case terminal
to UNIX has been designed. Some preliminary work has been done-on the
design of a handler to drive the Dataway under UNIX.

Mon-linear Least Squares Analysis of Gas Phase Equilibria
(R.J. McLaughlin)

A non-linear least squares program was developed to fit an involved
model to experimental data from gas phase equilibria experiments con-
ducted by Dr A. Ekstrom. The problem was posed in an unusual way and
standard packages could not be applied.

ACL Statistical Programs
(D.J. Street (Vacation Student), M.R. Davidson)

ACL programs have been written for the following:

(a) Tests of significance and confidence intervals for means,
variances, correlation coefficients.

(b) Polynomial regression.

(c) One-way and two-way analysis of variance.

These programs are under review and are available from the ACL
library.

1.̂  Applied Mathematics Applications

Mass Spectrometer Studies
(G.W. Peady)

An interactive graphics program is being developed to aid in the
design of a mass spectrometer ion source. The program is capable of
giving a three-dimensional view of the ion source as well as views along
each of the axes. The initial point of the ion trajectory can be
selected using a light pen or can be entered from the keyboard. The
initial velocity, charge and time increment for the ion can be specified
and the subsequent trajectory followed on each of the views. The values
can then be changed and a new trajectory viewed. At the end of the
session a hard copy of all the trajectories for each of the views can be
obtained as an option.

Two associated programs have been written. One obtains a plot of
the potential contours within the ion source and another obtains the
region of extraction, i.e. that region from which ions with zero initial
velocity escape through the exit slit. The use of the finite element
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method for the solution of the potential equation with the ion source is
being examined. It is advantageous to use this method because of the
complicated form of the region.

Optimisation of Costs in a Water Purification Plant
(R.J. McLaughlin)

Preliminary research in conjunction with Dr R. Weschler was under-
taken into factors affecting the cost of operating a vater purification
plant which uses tubes containing a semi-permeable material as the basis
for the process. A model was developed describing the relationships
between these factors with a view to developing a computer- program to
optimise operation costs.

1.5 Computer Hardware

Central Computer System

The new air conditioning plant is fully commissioned and is now
operating as per specifications.

An additional two ITEL 7330 disk drives were added to the central
computer system on l8th December 1976 thus building up the on-line disk
storage capacity to 1000 million bytes of data.

Two major hardware faults caused annoying delays in the reporting
period. The first, known as the 'freeze1 problem, was present inter-
mittently from late October to mid-December. A fault in the multiplexor
channel cable caused a voltage loss (50 per cent) between 2870 unit and
the central processor which delayed the arrival of interrupts and forced
the CPU into a waiting loop. At worst, the effect on the system was a
20 per cent loss in processing time.

The other major problem occurred in early February when one of the
3330 disk controllers and a number of disk spindles were inoperative
restricting operations to one disk channel for a period of two to three
days.

An IBM3272 Model 2 Control Unit and IBM3277 Model 2 display station
and operator's keyboard were installed on Uth July 1977. The 3277 display
station is being used as the operator's master console giving the
operator much better control over the flow of Jobs in the computer. All
console messages are copied to the IBM1052 console for retention and
later reference.

An IBM2501 Model B02 card reader and an IBMlUl»2 model N02 card
punch were installed on 25th August 1977 and replaced the combined IBM25VO
card reader/punch. The lUU2 card punch has been placed in the main
computer room, while the 2501 card reader was positioned in the job
preparation room to give users improved computing facilities and at the
same time reduce the need for entry to the main computer room.

The new card reader has a 1000 card per minute capacity (the same
as the IBM25̂ 0) and is an optical reader (as opposed to brushes on the
IBM25UO). This latter feature makes it more reliable and less likely to
be damaged by untrained personnel.
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The new card punch punches cards at a rate varying between 91 and
255 cards per minute depending on the amount of data to be punched in each
card. This compares with a maxinrnm speed of 300 cards per minute for
the IBM25UO.

Installation of the lUl6 Interchangeable Print Train Cartridge
('PN' arrangement) took place on 20th June 1977. This print train has the
same set of characters as the QN train but each character appears four
times instead of the QN arrangement where l»5 characters appear five
times and 15 appear once only.

The PN train has significantly improved printing times for special
character output such as assembler or PL/1 listings.

Floppy Disks
(G.W. Peady, P.J. Ellis)

The AAEC-designed flexible diskettes were attached to the
computer in July and a diagnostic program was written to test them.
Unfortunately, they did not perform properly owing to some hardware
problems, and testing is continuing.

1.6 Projects for Other Divisions

Site Information Services Support
(S.C. Wong)

The INIS IRMS System The latest version of the INIS IRMS system
which includes processing of abstracts was implemented. Several exr-
tensions were incorporated. These included consultation of bibliographic
files created on magnetic tapes, retrospective searches of the INIS data
base, and one reading only of the bibliographic files for a multiprofiles
search run. New developments included a procedure to update the INIS
retrospective data base using files generated from monthly INIS output
tapes for SDI, programs to produce listings of descriptors and des-
criptor codes on INIS Thesaurus files, and a program that creates the
Search file directly from INIS output tapes. An error in the IRMS
Search program that causes reduction in the number of documents retrieved
has been rectified.

INIS Data Base A retrospective INIS data base was generated
from INIS output tapes from 1972 onwards. Duplicate data discovered on
the 197̂ -75 bibliographic files were subsequently removed and replaced
with the correct data.

Interactive INIS IRMS An interactive version of the INIS IRMS
system was developed. A feature is that for each descriptor on query
line an answer is given of the total number of documents retrieved. A
sample of the retrieved documents can also be displayed. No output
definition parameter is necessary and only the final answer is given for
each query line. The facilities for lookup and display of thesaurus
entries related to a given INIS descriptor and individual descriptor on
query line can be modified without rewriting the whole profile. Program
developments included a program to compress the bibliographic files to
reduce the disk storage space requirements, a program to create the
compact INIS Thesaurus files used in the interactive search programs,
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and programs to update the compressed bibliographic files using files
generated for SDI.

INIS-ADSATIS Programs were developed to convert bibliographic
data records on INIS output tapes to the master file format used by the
WRE ADSATIS system to prepare entries in current awareness bulletins.

INIS System A new version of the INIS system consisting of
several new input checking programs was implemented. The program
CAWRITE was written to convert the Corporate Authority File to the
internal format used in the INIS input check run.

Specifications of an Information Retrieval System (J.M. Tobias)
A survey of currently operational information retrieval systems has been
conducted with a view to drafting specifications for the information
services computer system. Among those studied were the AIM-TWX, BASIS-
70, MEDLINE, STAIRS, DIALOG, EARS, INTREX, ORBIT, RECON, SUPARS AMD
SMART. One of the major design goals is to provide a powerful, yet
easily grasped interface for the user, and it is felt that the MEDLINE
and STAIRS systems provide a sound basis. The specifications of an on-
line information retrieval system query language for use on the Information
Services computer system is now complete. Using a simple set of user-
oriented commands, it will be possible to search, scan and print individual
items or groups of items from the database. Facilities exist for index
lookup, hierarchical searching, saving of user profiles, partial or
complete abstract scanning, as well as the ability to refine the queries
successively until the desired set of abstracts is obtained. Imple-
mentation of this system under the RSTS/E operating system awaits the
installation of the computer system in the Library.

Occupational Health
(R.G. Farmer, J.M. Barry)

Factors Affecting Lung Capacity Extensive use has been made of
our system's graphical capabilities in determining relationships between
FVC (forced vital capacity) when corrected for height factors and ad-
justed to overcome the effects of training and age. Relationships
between cholesterol levels and age, height and obesity were also studied
and correlations in these were noted between the different classifi-
cations of staff employed at the Research Establishment.

Head Office
(S.C. Wong)

Head Office Financial Planning Studies Financial planning
programs based on various company models were developed for use by the
Special Studies Unit, Head Office.

Administration
(S.C. Wong)

DATAMAN File Management System The DATAMAN File Management
System was investigated to determine its power and range of applications.
Several programs were developed using the DATAMAN specification language.
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2. CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY DIVISION (Acting Chief - P.O. Alfredson)

2.1 Chemical Analysis and Other Services

Analytical Services
(T.M. Florence, G.E. Batley, L.S. Dale, J.J. Fardy,
P. Pakalns, W.W. FJynn. R.E.J. Porritt, P. RendeU ,

C.E. Matulis, K.P. Champion, I. Liepa)

Approximately 15 000 analytical determinations were performed
including wet chemical, spectrometric and radiochemical analyses in
support of a wide range of Site research programs, as well as a rela-
tively small number of specialised analyses for external organisations
(Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3).

A decrease in the number of environmental samples, due mainly to a
smaller demand from Pancontinental Mining Limited and Ranger Uranium
Mines Pty Limited, was compensated for by a wider variety of samples
from the research divisions, and increased requests from other outsiiie
companies. A considerable effort was extended in the analysis of uranium
samples, either uranium ores and concentrates, or samples from studies
of the leaching and processing of uranium ore.

Further staff losses in Analytical Chemistry Section have made it
increasingly difficult to provide an efficient service. Necessary
research and development work on new and improved analytical methods has
had to be curtailed.

Chemical Control Analyses and Other Services
(R.R.T. Morgan)

Samples analysed totalled 77̂ 1 requiring 22 308 determinations
(Table 2.U). Of these, 1»709 samples were associated with the treatment
and discharge of site effluent, 885 with the chemical, control of HIFAR
and Ul7 with various water treatment projects. The remainder were
required for the chemical control or operation of rigs, irradiation
ponds, cooling towers, Moata, the GATRI facility, etc.

Other services provided included the servicing of ion exchange
units from reactors, irradiation ponds, rigs, etc., and technical advice
to other groups on corrosion problems, water treatment and rig operation.
Assistance was also given to Engineering Services Department in devising
and testing a suitable chemical cleaning procedure for UFe cylinders and
to Waste Management Section in ascertaining where and how the major
radioactive contaminants, such as tritium, enter the effluent system.

Scientific Glassblowing
(W.T. Williams)

The major users of this service were Chemical Technology, Instru-
mentation and Control, Isotope and Materials Divisions. A total of 1182
requests resulted in the fabrication of 2073 items.



TABLE 2.1

ANALYSIS BY WET-WAY TECHNIQUES

Analytical Method

Fluorintetry

Spectropho tome try

Sample

Environmental water, soil,
biological ash

"brines
Film
Uranium solutions

Uranium solutions
Tailings
Erythrocytes
Chromium solution
Leach solutions
ToxLcity solutions
Ores
Purified acids
Water
Nickel ores
Uranium compounds
Soils
Manganese solutions
Catalyst
UF- production
Crystals
Raffinate
Coal
Waters
Silicon solutions
Saline
Mantles
Filter paper
Ilmenite

No. of
Samples

242

516
1
11

287
107
12
5

238
31
53
8
53
46
121
9
8
5
90
10
23
12
24
1
99
12
6
4

Analysed for

U, Be, SO., moisture
4

U, F
Stability test
U

K, Na, U, pH, F, Cl, P
U, SO., NO,, Cl
U
Cr
Fe, Al, P, Si, Cl, F, SO
Cl, SO
F, U,TB,Ni,Al,Fe,moisture
P, Al
pH,CO ,Cl,Fe,SO ,NO ,Si,F
Ni .4
F, P,U, U , UO F
S04,Si,S, Th
Cl
Pt
U, F, UO , UP , Pt
OH, F
o, so4
Moisture, ash, Fe,Si,Al
Br
Si
U
Be
Oil
Th

Total No. of
Oe terminations

253

516
1
11

384
142
12
5

448
62
124
16
115
46
175
24
8
15
221
20
46
60
24
1
99
12
6
4

(Continued)



TABLE 2.1 (Continued)

Analytical Method

Titrimetry

Gravimetric

Anodic Stripping
Voltammetry

Sample Preparation

Sample

Uranium concentrates
Araldite
Uranium compounds
Yellowcake

Barytas
Amenability test

Environmental waters
Electrolytic zinc

solutions

Soils
Biological ash, sludge
Environmental materials
Waters

No. of
Samples

35
2
3
4

4
2

69
6

148
17
72
9

Analysed for

U,S04/Cl,C03,Si,P,F
epoxy equivalent
U
U, moisture

Specific gravity

Zn, Cd, Pb, Cu
Sb

Ra, U (D.N.A. )
U (D.N.A.)
Ra
Mo

Total No. of
Determinations

84
2
3
8

4
3

276
6

156
17
72
9

\J\
VJ1

Total No. of Samples 2405 Total No. of Determinations 3490



TABLE 2.2

ANALYSIS BY SPECTROMETRIC TECHNIQUES

Analytical Method

Atomic Absorption,
Flame Emission
Spectrometry

Emission
Spectroscopy

Mass Spectrometry

Spark Source Mass
Spectrometry

Sample
Description

Waters, alloys, leach
liquors, effluent,
raffinate, biological
materials

Alkali halide crystals
Ores and alloys
Coal
Blood plasma

' Alloys
Reactor waters,
effluent samples

Miscellaneous samples

Gas mixtures, reactor gas
samples, leak tests

Volatile compounds
Isotope abundance

Soils
Ilmenite
Bismuth
Mo03
Mercury
Corundum (Al_O,)
Uranium concentrate
zirconium
Tellurium
Coal
U,Oa (5% enriched)
Gold wire

No. of
Samples

543

12
149
3
16

199
202

184

249

9
120

6
7
2
3
2
1
3
1
3
3
1
1

Analysed for

As, Sb, Se, Ni, Cu, Ba, Mg,
Pb, Zn

K, Ca, Mg, Fe
Mo, V, Mg, Bi
Ca, Ba, Sr, Fe
Ca, Mg, Zn

Ni,Cr,Pe,Ti,Mo,Si,Mn,Cu
Mg,Mn,Pe,Al,Cu,Na,Cr,Ca,Co,
Zn,Pb,Cd,Ag,Ba
General spectrographic

N2,02,A,C02,02,H2,He

Identification
U,Mo,Cr,Li,Cu,Ni

General, Th
U, Th
General
Re + U, W, Co.Cs
General
General
General
General
General
General
General
Ag

Total llo. of
Determinations

1425

48
387
L2
48

1592
2828

1104

1120

9
128

216
10
J39
8

137
71
66
10
36
216
19
1

VJl
ON

Total No. of Samples 1719 Total No. of Determinations 96 iO



TABLE 2.3

ANALYSIS BY RADIOCHEMICAL METHODS

Sample

Environmental water, soils,
process solutions

Monthly effluents, delay
tanks , composites

Rocks
Silicon wafers
Rocks
Gallstones
Brown coal
Soil samples

Analysed for Method

210
Po

""in
210Pb
226Ra
230Th

129j-

9" sr
35 s
222Rn
239PU
226Ra

""Th

21-pfc
211*Bi

228Ac
60 CO
137CS

152/15<»EU

!

Y spec

tritium

Cs
Au

Rare earths
Trace elements
Trace elements
U eqUiL

Separation and a counting

Separation and 0 counting

Separation and a counting

Separation and a counting

Separation and a counting

Separation and 0 counting

Separation and 0 counting

Separation and 0 counting

Separation and a counting

Separation and a counting

Y spectrometry

Y spectrometry

Y spectrometry

Y spectrometry

Y spectrometry

Y spectrometry

Y spectrometry

Y spectrometry

Y spectrometry

6 counting

Neutron activation analysis
Neutron activation analysis
Neutron activation analysis
Neutron activation analysis
Neutron activation analysis
Y spectrometry

No. of
Determinations

14

12

308

369

24

6

10

3

U

• 3

W

•J\

>7

27

6

3

3

3

76

15

6
8
15
110
46
l!9

Total No. of Determinations 1212



TABLE 2.4

CHEMICAL CONTROL ANALYSES

Source

Site Waste Management
Group

Site cooling towers,
boilers, ponds etc.

Experimental Rigs

HIFAR reactor

Cropping and
irradiation ponds

GATRI irradiation
facility

Moata reactor

X-170 HPWL

Waste treatment
projects

Type of Sample

Water, sewage, trade
waste, etc.

Water

Water, Freon

Water, heavy water,
gases etc.

Water

Water

Water

Water, gases, various
deposits

Water and aqueous
wastes

No. of Samples

4709

1388

98

885

110

35

47

52

417

Analysed for

o and & activity, BODg, NH_,
surfactants, COD, cyanide, etc.

Hardness, chloride, hydrazine,
chroma te, biocides, etc.

Chloride, solids, pH,
conductivity, specific gravity

Isotopic purity , chloride ,
nitrate, copper, N2/ o_, D2
and moisture in gases.

Activity, chloride , pH,
conductivity

Activity, total solids, pH,
conductivity

Aluminium, copper, activity,
pH, conductivity

Activity, iron, chloride,
dissolved O-and H. etc.

TOC, BOD_, activity, nitrogen,
iron, phosphate, etc.

No. of Determinations

13811

3690

294

2528

223

70

144'

218

1330

TOTALS 7741 22308

CO
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Practical Classes in Analytical Chemistry -
Macquarie University

Practical classes in instrumental analysis (atomic absorption
spectrometry, spectrographic analysis, X-ray fluorescence spectrometry,
and mass spectrometry) were conducted for third year students in analytical
chemistry from Macquarie University. Some members of the Division also
gave lectures on subjects which were not included in the practical
classes.

2.2 Chemical Problems in HIFAR (R.R.T. Morgan, J.V. Evans)

Six and three quarter tonnes of heavy water was replaced in the
HIFAR moderator circuit. Four tonnes had been upgraded in Canada and
contained ammonia and a modification to the heavy water ion exchange
circuit was devised to remove the ammonia prior to the D20 being pumped
into the reactor aluminium tank.

Investigations into a stainless steel bolt failure in a heavy water
pump showed that, as recommended by the manufacturers, epoxy resin
(Araldite) was being used to lock the bolts into position. Preliminary
tests show that these epoxy resins contain a very small quantity of
hydrolysable chloride. In high radiation areas it is possible that more
chlorides could be released owing to radiation breakdown, thereby
creating a possible stress corrosion cracking situation.

Chemical control of the X-1TO high pressure water loop continued
with intermittent in-pile operation. During November 1976, the light
water in this rig was replaced with heavy water. A suggested alteration
to the secondary circuit was carried out to allow more effective removal
of air from the pipework especially during refilling operations.

2.3 Processing of Plutonium Billets (J.J. Fardy, C.H. Randall)

Twelve years ago nine stainless steel pots each containing approxi-
mately 100 g plutonium metal were purchased by the Commission for
possible use in a research program. The storage conditions could not
maintain the plutonium in its original metallic state and an inspection
some five years later revealed extensive oxidation to sub-stoichiometric
oxide. However, attempts to repackage all the billets and associated
oxide powder were discontinued when after only four billets had been
dealt with, one billet ignited spontaneously. The remaining pots
remained unopened and samples were left stored for a further five years.

Demands by IAEA Safeguards inspectors for ready access to this
plutonium have necessitated a further examination and a processing
campaign to convert all the plutonium to the stable oxide form.

As well as the high internal radiation hazard associated with
handling such high purity plutonium (arising from its alpha radiation),
the isotopic content (91# 239Pu, 8% Zk°Pu and 1$ 2MPu) yielded high
gamma radiation from 2l>1Am (the radioactive daughter of Pu) and a
high neutron flux from 2"°Pu (~ 1 x 103 n s"1 g'1).

All processing is being performed in the high alpha glove box
facility of the Chemical Technology Division. The conversion is via
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plutonium (IV) oxalate precipitation and subsequent firing to the oxide.
The instability of the metal/sub-stoichiometric oxide mixture in air has
meant that all inspections and the initial acid addition have to be done
in an inert atmosphere of argon. Complications have arisen from the
presence of silica gel in many of the containers requiring substantial
amendments to normal procedures. Variation in the metal/sub-stoichiometric
oxides from pot to pot continually changes the quantity and concen-
tration of nitric and hydrofluoric acids in the dissolution step.

Two billets have been saccessfully processed but a temporary halt
lias been called to reconsider all procedures ir. terms of the experience
gained from the two campaigns.

3. ENGINEERING RESEARCH DIVISION (Chief - G.W.K. Ford)

3.1 Metrication. Units and Measurements (F.A. Rocke)

The Metrication Handbook was given its final revision, and com-
pleted in detail to the satisfaction of the Metric Conversion Committee,
the Scientific Editor and author. In July 1977 it was submitted to
Alexander Boden, owner of Science Press. Mr Boden, who had previously
shown an interest, decided not to publish it because it would compete
with one of his publications, (ironically, the author, with Manage-
ment's approval, had reviewed that publication and is credited by Mr
Boden with nearly all the many corrections and improvements that made it
fit for publication.) In September the Handbook was submitted by the
Manager, Commercial Applications (who is also a Committee member) to a
representative of Thomas Nelson. However, this proposal was also
rejected and an approach has now been made to McGraw Hill.

During the final revision it became clear that the subject is not
merely metrication, for it covers many of the fundamentals of metrology
and the science and logic of units and quantities. Its value will not
decline as metrication approaches completion, so it should be permanently
useful in science, industry and education. Accordingly its title was
changed to Handbook of Metrication and Units. The Committee, the
Manager Commercial Applications and the author are resolved that it
shall be published, especially since it should be good for the Com-
mission's public image in a wide context.

3.2 Thermal Emissivity of Aluminium (K.R. Lawther, W.J. Green)

A paper entitled 'Thermal Emissivity Measurements on Various
Materials, in Particular Aluminium Subject to Surface Conditions which
Include some Oxidation' by W.J. Green, was presented by the author at
the 2nd Australasian Conference on Heat and Mass Transfer in Sydney in
February 1977• It contained a summary of the data obtained for aluminium
of the type used for HIFAR fuel plates. The findings from this investi-
gation were summarised in PRU3 and no further work has been done.

3.3 Flow and Swirl Instrument Package for HIFAR (R.W. Harris,
N. Reed, V.W. Cornford)

An instrument package (Rig X-188) designed (by Engineering Services
to Engineering Research Division specification) to measure flow, swirl
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and gas was uŝ d for tests during 197*1-76, and was recently disassembled
to assist Engineering Services in design of an improved rig for use by
Reactor Operations during the 1972 major shutdown.

3.U K .assure Drop vs Flow Rate Tests on Annular Channels
(I.F. Mayer, J.T. Rodd, K.J. Sweetman)

The HIFLEX rig is to be used to carry out tests on the relationship
between pressure drop and flow rate as a function of heat input. These
data are desirable in order to verify predictions from theory of the
power level at which excursive two-phase fj.ow instability wouxa be
expected to occur in HIFAR (at well above the present normal operating
power).

No investigative work was performed in the report period. The test
rig has been in use by Reactor Operations to perform void simulation
experiments; these do not require electric power for heating and could
be performed while the available d.c. power supplies were in use for other
test programs in different apparatus.

3.5 Heat Transfer in HIFAR Fuel during Emergency Core Cooling
(I.F. Mayer, J.T. Rodd, K.J. Sweetiuan)

Laboratory tests were continued on the likely effectiveness of the
Julich method of emergency core cooling (ECC) in which small, very low
pressure jets of water, entering through holes in the fuel element outer
shroud tube, would impinge on the outer surfaces of the fuelled tubes,
at or near their top ends. Depending on the location of a coolant pipe
break causing a loss-of-coolant accident, water from these jets would be
required to provide cooling either

(a) by keeping the fuel element annular passages flooded, if the
break location was such as to prevent water escaping from the
plenum chamber below the fuel elements, or

(b) by maintaining a film of water flowing down each fuelled tube
(and thence out of the pipe break via the plenum chamber).

The laboratory tests are carried out in two rigs each simulating
the outer coolant annulus of a HIFAR fuel element. In one of these, the
outer surface of the outermost fuel tube is modelled by a stainless
steel tube heated by passing electricity through it; in the other an
aluminium tube is used, heated radiantly by wire-wound electrical
heaters within it. In both rigs the unfuelled outer sheath of the fuel
element is represented by a glass tube through which coolant behaviour
can be observed. Eight equispaced holes, each U mm diameter, in a brass
extension of each glass tube, supply the simulated ECC water jets from a
surrounding head tank.

Experiments reported last year had shown that in case (a) above,
steam generated in the annulus would deflect or restrict the water jets,
with a consequent lowering of the water level in the annulus, leading
eventually to fuel melting if the reactor power level, prior to the
loss-of-coolant accident, was somewhat above the current 11 MW level.
However those tests did not include the alleviating effect of some water
flowing from lower- to higher-rated fuel elements via the plenum chamber.
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This year this effect was investigated both by supplying a measured flow
of water to the bottom of one of the test annuli, and later, by operating
both annuli in parallel with their lower ends connected hydraulically,
one being operated at a higher power level than the other. The number
of tests performed so far has been limited by the unavailability of
power supplies shared with other Division projects, but results to date
indicate that the limit on reactor power level would be somewhat above io
MW.

In case (b) above, previous tests had shown that if the normal
reactor power level was too high, dry patches would form in the falling
films which, if sufficiently wide, could cause fuel melting. Dry patch
formation had been shown to be related to the way the falling films are
formed by the water jets. Briefly, where the laterally spreading films
from adjacent jets meet, a thickened 'ridge' or rivulet forms in the
water film. Being less impeded by friction than the adjacent thin film,
this rivulet falls more rapidly and, in so doing, by-passing much of the
flow, starves the neighbouring thin film, which subsequently dries up if
the heat input is sufficiently high. In this year's experiments, this
mechanism was further studied by means of flash photography and cinema-
tography; metal surface temperatures in dry patches were measured; the
effect of length-to-diameter ratio of the water jet orifices was studied;
and the electrical capacitance method of measuring water film thickness
used previously was replaced by one in which the films were allowed to
drain into catchments after the inlet flow was stopped.

Methods for calculating the temperature in dry patches were examined
in detail, and a new method of analysis was devised which allows for
nucleate boiling in the thinning films. Numerical results showed
reasonable agreement with measured temperatures.

3.6 Drop-time Characteristics of HIFAR Coarse Control Arms
(J. Marshall, W.E. Carr, R.J. Blevins, D.D. McColm)

A task resulting from the work of the HIFAR Safety Document Working
Party was that the angular displacement of the HIFAR coarse control arms
be measured as a function of time following magnet release. A system
was devised whereby a. linear position-transducer was incorporated in a
control-arm motor-head. This transducer measures the positional rela-
tionship between the armature, which is permanently attached to the CCA
by a linkage, and the hold-on magnet. The required measurement and the
method of carrying it out were described in some detail in PR143S, page
59-

Preliminary trials on a CCA under various conditions in the reactor
have shown the measurement system to be satisfactory. Some minor adjustment
and modification to the equipment was considered to be desirable in
order to' achieve the best accuracy. These have been put in hand prior
to complete fulfilment of the requirement.

3.7 Monitoring Vibrations of HIFAR Pumps (R.W. Harris, D.D.
McColm)

The mechanical vibration of each main circulating pump in the HIFAR
primary circuit is detected and recorded for a brief period once per
month and the monthly record compared with those for previous months to
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detect changes in the vibration characteristics such as might indicate
mechanical deteriorations and perhaps incipient failure. To do this,
each pump has been fitted with an accelerometer mounted on the external
casing halfway between the machine bearings, and arranged to detect
(principally) vibrations of the casing in the radial direction. The
casing vibrations are complex, "being induced not only by 'bearing noise
but also from hydraulic and mechano-electrical causes.

Each accelerometer is connected via coaxial cable and a remotely-
operable switch to an amplifier and a single coaxial cable leading to
the Noise Laboratory (600 m away). Each month the vibration output of
each accelerometer is analysed in turn, by the spectrum analyser, over
the frequency range 0-2000 Hz, and the 500 digitised spectral-intensity
values are stored on disc in the IBM360/65. Software in the Noise
Laboratory enables these data to be called up and reviewed as required.
Usually, for each pump the new record is compared with that for the
previous month by evaluating the relative difference in the amplitudes
of corresponding spectral frequency-bands and plotting the results on
the X-Y plotter. In an earlier phase of this work, observed spectral
changes were found (retrospectively) to correspond to incipient bearing
failure caused by the fracture of certain retaining bolts.

This monitoring process has been in operation for several months
using a temporary cable arrangement. This is now being made into a
permanent installation. During this period no outstanding changes have
been observed. If especially noteworthy changes are detected they can
be individually monitored at more frequent intervals.

3.8 Measurement of the Effects of Ground Vibrations on HIFAR
Containment and Auxiliaries (R.W. Harris, I.A. Mumme,
K.W. Innes)

During 1975-76 accelerometers were affixed to the external girders
and to the shell platework of the HIFAR containment to measure frequency
and amplitude of vibrations normal to the surface resulting from blast-
ing operations on the Heathcote Road and explosions on the Holsworthy
artillery range. The vibrations were recorded on magnetic tape and
paper charts. It is expected that the information, when analysed, can
be used to derive the natural frequencies of the building and the
associated damping factors of the various vibrational modes. These data
can then be used in predicting the response of the building to seismic
vibrations.

The results have not yet been analysed but it is hoped to be able
to complete the small amount of work still outstanding during the first
quarter of 1978.

3.9 Monitoring Earth Movements at Lucas Heights (R.W. Harris,
I.A. Mumme, K.W. Innes, G.W. Herfurth)

Triple-axis accelerometer equipment to monitor earth vibrations has
been purchased, and arrangements mad<? to procure the first of two high-
resolution tiltmeters (better than 10"6 radian). They will be installed
directly on the Lucas Heights bedrock in a specially-built seismic vault
and used to record earth movements continuously.
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A replica of the mercury U-tube type of tiltmeter, complete with
simplified electronic equipment for detection of level changes, has "been
constructed with the object of developing methods of calibrating the
commercial units.

3.10 Investigation of Possible Seismic Hazards to the Proposed
Hew Reactor (R.W. Harris, I.A. Mumme)

Assessment of the possible risk to a new reactor due to seismic
disturbances requires some estimate of the seismicity of the proposed
site. This estimate has been obtained by applying an analytical tech-
nique (Cornell's method) to the latest seismological data relevant to
the region (locations of epicentres and total energy release expressed
on the Richter scale) obtained from the Bureau of Mineral Resources.
This has indicated a relatively low seismic risk for Lucas Heights area.
For example, a shock of intensity 7 on the modified Mercalli scale
(which expresses the local consequences of an earthquake; for a value
of 7» only minor damage would occur such as the cracking of normal
masonry walls) would have a return period (time interval between seismic
events of a given intensity) of 300 years. The reliability of the
estimates is being considered, and particular attention is being paid to
the problems posed by the facts that instrumental data are available for
only the past 30 years; there is an absence of information on large
earthquakes; the seismicity of regions changes; and the values of the
attenuation factors required to compute the local effects of a distant
shock are subject to error.

Conventional methods of assessing seismic hazards make use of
statistically-interpreted historical data to evaluate the probability of
recurrences of given magnitudes. A deterministic approach is also being
studied in which the probable active faults in the geologic strata in
the local environment are identified and assigned estimated Richter
values for energy release should they become active. Such estimates of
the probable locations of earthquakes and their likely magnitudes can
then be used to predict the maximum seismic disturbance which might
reasonably be expected at the site. Information is being gathered to
help identify local faults, including survey maps and aerial and satellite
photographs.

Earth movement records for the Lucas Heights site will eventually
be available from the planned seismic vault (see above). Trends revealed
by these data, in association with related information from seismic
detectors elsewhere within a 100 km radius of Lucas Heights, will be
compared with similar data from other regions which have experienced
sudden earth movements. This study is expected to augment the pre-
dictions based upon the study of fault distributions, etc.

3.11 Geology and Hydrology of a Possible Site for the Proposed
New Reactor (I.A. Mummej

An overall review of both the geology and hydrology of the Lucas
Heights area, as a possible site for the proposed new reactor, was
carried out as part of forward planning studies.

All available information was reviewed in relation to the nature
and topography of the various rock strata making up the Lucas Heights
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region; the run-off and retention of rain water was also considered.

3.12 Boiling Dryout and Effects of Flow Reversal in Pool-type
Research Reactors (I.F. Mayer, J.T. Rodd, G.R. Lovett,
K.J. Sweetman, V.W. Cornford)

Preliminary experimental investigations have been made into
phenomena limiting the permissible power level of a pool reactor with
downward flow of coolant from the pool through a core of parallel fuel
plates. Formation of detached voids (coolant vapour bubbles) in the
highest rated channel would cause a flow reduction in that channel as a
result of increased acceleration and (in the case of downward flow)
buoyancy pressure loss components. This phenomenon, named 'excursive
flow instability1, which could result in unacceptable fuel clad tem-
peratures, can be predicted to some extent by computer programs using
empirical correlations, but modifications resulting from flow pattern
changes between upward and downward flow are difficult to predict.

Two reactor operating conditions are of particular concern; steady
full power operation, and the transition from full power operation to
the shutdown state with natural convection upward flow through the core.
This transition would follow upon a loss of electrical supply to the
pumps, an event which would trip the reactor shutdown system, causing
the heat generation rate within the core to fall, rapidly at first, then
more slowly. During this power decay the flow through the core would
also decay (as the pumps and their attached flywheels gradually slowed
down) and finally reverse a valve below the core opening to permit
natural convection flow.

The experimental rig was built to simulate the effect of both
operating conditions on a test section representing the most highly
rated of the rectangular flow channels through the core (i.e. between
fuel plates), but experiments during the rig commissioning period have
concentrated on the full power condition. A round aluminium tube test
section has been used with hydraulic diameter, thermal diffusivity, and
heat capacity per unit area similar to that of the reactor channel. A
full-size rectangular channel of stainless steel has also been manu-
factured for the flow reversal tests.

The full power experiments are carried out by establishing a high
coolant flowrate through the tubular test section, initiating heat pro-
duction in its wall by passing an electric current from a bank of ex-
submarine lead/acid cells along its length, and then slowly reducing the
coolant flow until a temperature excursion occurs in the tube wall.
This is detected by comparing the electrical resistance of the downstream
and upstream halves of the tube length, making use of the change of
resistivity of aluminium with temperature. The temperature excursions
have been found to occur at about 70 per cent of normal channel flow
velocity (for normal input power) and more than 110 per cent of normal
maximum peak heat flux (for normal flowrate); these results agree
reasonably well both with correlations predicting the excursive flow
phenomenon mentioned earlier, and with those predicting dryout (i.e.
heated surface vapour blanketing).

The experiments performed so far have indicated that the surface of
the test sections is rougher than that of a fuel element. They have
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also shown that some degree of power control (more than on/off) is
necessary. A water rheostat is being manufactured for this purpose.

Methods of fabricating a full-scale and a half-scale rectangular
flow channel with electrically-heated walls are being developed. An
electrically heated rectangular section of the correct length and
heated-face spacing, but less than full width, is being manufactured.
Tests are contemplated of pressure drop as a function of flowrate, with
input power as a variable parameter, to assist with the verification of
predictions of conditions for two-phase flow instability. These tests
may be performed in water, but would call for large input power; the
use of one of the Freons is an alternative which would facilitate
testing at about one tenth of the power needed with water.

3.13 Evaluation of Threshold Power for Occurrence of Flow
Instability in New Reactor (R.W. Harris, T.M. Romberg)

The maximum permissible thermal power of the proposed new reactor
appears to be limited by the occurrence of excursive two-phase flow
instability of the coolant flow. A measure of the susceptibility of the
core to this type of instability is provided by the Instability Power
Ratio (IPR), which is evaluated in relation to the average power in the
most highly rated fuel element, taking account of the radial and axial
form-factors of the thermal power (or neutron flux) distribution. On
this basis, the IPR is defined as (Power at occurrence of excursive
instability)/(Power at normal operation). It is a function of coolant
inlet temperature, and is found to range linearly from 0.6 at 80°C to
1.7 at 10°C; for a normal operating inlet temperature of 30°C the value
would be l.li. HIFAR has a much higher value of the IPR, this being over
twice that for the French reactor Siloe over the operating region of
interest.

The analysis was made using, in graphical form, the empirical
correlations of Forgan & Whittle (F&W) (UKAEA), which were based on
experimental data on pressure drop vs flowrate obtained in rectangular
channels. This evaluation was considered adequate for present purposes
because

(a) it had been shown for the HIFAR case that results obtained
using the F&W graphs agreed well with those from the FLEX code
(Note that the FLEX code applies to multi-annular fuel elements
as employed in HIFAR and cannot be used directly for calcu-
lations on Siloe-type fuel.),

(b) insufficient data vere available on thermal flux (i.e. heat
generation rate) distribution and hydraulic characteristics to
warrant detailed analysis.

More detailed calculations using the locally-developed LOCO code
will be made when the design specifications (particularly fuel element
geometry and operating conditions) are being finalised. LOCO is less
detailed in its hydraulic modelling than FLEX because it uses cross-
sectional average coolant conditions through the use of the hydraulic
radius etc. and may be used for any geometry. In this connection, it is
of relevance that comparisons made between FLEX and LOCO for HIFAR fuel
elements are in good agreement provided that (l) single phase (zero
power) Ap-flow characteristics, and (2) minimum pressure drop conditions
calculated by LOCO, are adjusted to match those predicted by the FLEX
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code, which is treated as a reference, by modifying appropriate coef-
ficients in the single phase friction factor and subcooled boiling
correlations.

1*. INSTRUMENTATION AMD CONTROL DIVISION (Chief - J.K. Parry)

i*.l Rigs and Experiments (R.M. Hicks, T.H. Rico, H.J. Sartor?)

The design for the sequencing and interlock system for the geo-
logical assay rig (X-193) was completed and the system constructed.
Commissioning is proceeding satisfactorily.

The final checkout and operation of the instrumentation for the
fluidised bed experiment in the Chemical Technology Division were com-
pleted satisfactorily.

Further modifications and additions to the instrumentation of the
high pressure water loop (X-170) were carried out and the project is
ready for final commissioning.

The facilities available on the HIFAR rig data acquisition system
were extended with the introduction of:

(1) A priority alarm system to provide the operator with a summary
of the important alarm messages.

(2) A video display unit for faster message display.

(3) Provision for stacking of values of selected inputs in memory
with recall onto the video display.

U.2 Electronics (H.J. Fraser, V.E. Church, G.C. Watt)

Some 30 instrument designs of significant complexity were pro-
cessed. The technology ranged from electrometer circuits, measuring in
the femto ampere range, to high power silicon controlled rectifier
inverters. Some notable innovations included an advanced design for a
field ratemeter providing laboratory standard specifications, a high
stability power supply and ion trap regulator for mass spectrometers,
some multi-channel low drift instrumentation amplifiers, and fast pulse
circuitry for high power laser trigger circuits.

Publications
Fraser, H.J. [1976] - Direct current stabilisation of scintillation

counters used for uranium prospecting. Duel. Instr. Methods,
136 : 513.

Church, V.E. [1977] - The AAEC Type 519 Ratemeter. AAEC Manual M92.

U.3 Electronic Maintenance (M.Dilli, G.M. Carter)

Repairs, modifications and calibrations were carried ouj- on
679 instruments and systems and a total of 527 new instrument, were
acceptance tested. There was a steady requirement for specialised
maintenance on semiconductor nuclear detector systems which was accommo-
dated by the Nuclear Detector Group.
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1».U Computer Hardware Development (P.J. Ellis)

Additions vere made to the Site Dataway but unfortunately the
system was incapacitated for a period owing to extensive damage caused
by a direct lightning strike near one of the terminals. The system has
since been modified by the addition of energy absorption circuits aimed
at isolating any damage from major electrical transients.

The Serial Multi User Terminals system (SMuT) has been further
developed to improve response times by allotting more interrogation
sequences to those terminals currently printing. SMUT currently services
27 terminals, of which ten are fast video displays, five are Decwriters
and the remaining 12 are teleprinters.

U.5 Computer Hardware Project INTERDISK

In conjunction with the Applied Mathematics and Computing Division
an alternative access path to data on the IBM360 disk is being developed.
The access path is to the PDP11/U5 node on the site Dataway and has been
designed so that the system is compatible with the standard operating
systems supplied with the several available disk systems for use with
the PDP11/U5.

The hardware controller is too complex to be built from discrete
logic and is based on a PDP11/03 micro-computer which:

Controls the disk operation by simulating an IBM360 selector
channel to gain access to control, status and data information.

Controls status and data passing to the PDP11/U5 over the
Unibus.

Performs housekeeping duties where necessary.

U.6 Turbulence in a Six-rod Channel Rig

This Engineering Research Division experiment has been interfaced
to a PDP11/10 computer situated approximately 150 m from the experiment.
The interface enables:

Control of two stepping motors which vary the position of
sensors.

Selection of solenoid-valves used for measurement.

Multiplexing of various channels to monitoring instruments,
and readout of several of these instruments back to the
controlling computer.

U.7 Radioisotope Standards (G. Lowenthal)

The group leader was invited to spend six months from 1st November
1976 at the Laboratory for Ionising Radiation Metrology (LMRI) of the
French National Bureau of Measurements. The main objective was to
support international cooperation in radionuclide metrology. The
opportunity was taken to facilitate the introduction at the LMRI of
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source preparation procedures developed at the Research Establishment.

As an additional and new exercise in international comparisons,
sources of the multigamma emitter 152Eu were circulated to 26 partici-
pants in 15 countries. Participants were asked to report on their
results for the intensities of 12 of the -( branches. The branches arc
within the enez*gy range 121 to ll»08 keV and their intensities range from
26.h per cent down to only 2.2 per cent. The results from 12 partici-
pants agreed to within ± 2 per cent or better. This is an encouraging
demonstration of attainable accuracies of activity measurements using y
spectrometry. The AAEC results were, on the average, about three per
cent low. They had been quoted subject to 2-3 per cent uncertainties.
Work is proceeding to ensure that more accurate results will be obtained
in the future. As to ongoing international comparisons, the group
participated with activity measurements for 2l>lAm, l37Cs and 5lfMn with
the usual satisfactory results. Comparisons for 133Ba, 88Y and S5Zn
are in progress.

On the joint research project with Materials and Physics Divisions,
the first successful test on the new type neutron flux monitors (see
AAEC/PRl»3-S) was completed. Using irradiations in HIFAR facility B3,
the monitors were packed in a space 6 mm diameter by 2 mm long, half
being blanks and three each carrying quantities between 0.0*» and k yg of
the metals Ag, Au, Co and Sb. For each element the ratio of inducvd
activity to mass of deposited metal was constant within the expected
uncertainties of ± 1.0 to 2.5 per cent. The deposited drop weights
ranged from only 0.653 to 15-910 mg. The advantages of the new monitors
are selectivity, flexibility and the minimisation of thermal neutron
flux depressions. A series of measurements in the core of HIFAR is
about to start to exploit these advantages fully. A large contribution
to the ultimate success of the method was made by a very ingenious
appliance devised by Mr R.J. Hemphill (Materials Division), which en-
capsulates the monitor between two 6 mm diameter aluminium discs to
produce a sandwich which forms an almost hermetic seal around the
monitor metal. The sandwich weighs only 5 rag-

U.8 Reactor Instrumentation Developments (E.R. Corran, H.H. Witt)

New HIFAR Equipment

Orders have been placed for new neutron flux instrumentation to
replace the obsolescent equipment in the HIFAR protection system. The
new equipment will have a wider range and faster response. Some equip-
ment has been delivered, has passed delivery tests and is about to
undergo in-service tests. Because of its increased range of operation,
the new equipment is expected to obviate the need for installing additional
equipment for protection purposes when the reactor is started up after
long shutdowns.

Original HIFAR Equipment

The previous logarithmic instrumentation (period meters) in HIFAR
has been examined in detail to establish its dynamic behaviour. The
study was conducted in two parts - an experimental phase to identify the
dynamic response for a range of simple transients, and a theoretical
phase to model the circuitry and predict behaviour under arbitrary
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conditions. In addition to the obvious use of the experiments as
factual data in safety studies, they allow the mathematical models to be
verified. As far as is known, this aspect of verification of period
meter models used in safety studies has been universally neglected.
There is good agreement between experiment and theory, and it seems
reasonable to expect that future instrumentation can be modelled
accurately in the same way.

Moata Equipment

The performance of the neutron flux measuring equipment in Moata
gradually deteriorated in service, and the instruments became very
sensitive to externally generated electrical impulses, inducing frequent
spurious reactor trips. A program has begun to upgrade the interference
immunity of the equipment using the techniques reported by Fowler of the
UKAEA. Preliminary results have been very encouraging, with reduction
of the number of spurious trips to an acceptable level. Further work to
reduce the trip frequency to a negligible value will continue after some
components have been modified, when the detectors and their associated
cables can be more thoroughly tested.

U.9 Reliability Analysis of the HIFAR Containment Isolation
System (E.R. Corran. H.H. Witt, T.J. Moss)

The HIFAR Containment Isolation System (HCIS) is required to seal
the building automatically after a release of radioactive material from
the reactor. As part of a safety submission report a reliability study
has been performed, the principal objective being to estimate the
probability of the system failing to work on demand.

Failures of system components were combined using faul*-trees, and
data concerning failure rates and testing intervals were amassed. With
this information, numerical estimates of system failure probabilities
were computed. Special codes were developed to accommodate complex
systems and to evaluate the contributions of individual system com-
ponents.

Various testing strategies were investigated in order to establish
a maintenance and test schedule offering extremely high reliability
without excessive maintenance effort.

U.10 Hybrid Computer System Maintenance and Extension
(P.C. Miskelly, N.R. Clark)

Maintenance of the hybrid computer system has again been effective
and unobtrusive, and system availability has been very good.

A small number of components have been added to the analogue
section. A multiplier and two sine-function generators were purchased,
and a number of comparators, analogue-to-digital converter input circuits,
control lines and sense lines have been constructed to allow the HIFAR
simulator to be transferred from the 231 R analogue computer to the
hybrid.

The removal of several deficiencies in the manufacturer-supplied
software has provided what is virtually a new set of file management
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routines for the hybrid system, and gives a marked improvement in the
integrity of the disk storage. Also, considerable progress has been
made in the software changes required to permit the implementation of
the RT11 operating system on the PDP11 in place of the existing DOS. It
has already been demonstrated that RT11 provides the hybrid computer
with significantly faster service from the disk storage, and further
development will permit the PDP11 to operate in a foreground-background
mode. There is the further advantage that since most other similar
sosputers or. Site use RT11, scftvare saintcnar.cc ar.3 updating vill be
simplified.

A SMUT terminal using an existing Decwriter has been established in
the Hybrid Computer Laboratory.

l».ll Conceptual Instrumentation for the Mew Research Reactor
(C.P. Gilbert, E.R. Corran)

Following acceptance by the Nuclear Plant Safety Unit of the safety
criteria for the proposed new reactor, a conceptual design of the pro-
tection, instrumentation and control equipment was prepared. The Plant
Protection System, which is intended to prevent plant conditions from
reachirs safety limits and to mitigate the consequences if these limits
are exceeded, has the following main functions:

Reduction of core reactivity using control rods of the existing
design.

Prevention of release of radioactive material from the con-
tainment by using an emergency ventilation system and filters.

Provision of a natural circulation path through the core via
self-actuating valves similar to those already in use.

Information handling, and the control of the reactor and associated
plant are performed by the computer-based Plant Operating System, and
the majority of the information displays and alarm annunciation is via
colour video display units, which will use alphanumeric characters and
various pictorial forms such as graphs and mimic diagrams. The bulk of
the permanent records will be held on magnetic tape, but hard copy will
be available as required. The computer system will also provide for rig
instrumentation, assist with the organisation of plant maintenance and
carry out a variety of other tasks.

5. MATERIALS DIVISION (Acting Chief - P.M. Kelly)

• 5.1 Fabrication of Materials (A. Ridal, S.W.A. Spain,
S.E. Rowling, B.C. Cooper, R.V. Gardner)

A variety of materials fabricated for the Research Establishment
and for outside organisations included:

Melting, casting and machining depleted uranium for transport
containers and shield blocks.

Extrusion, drawing and swaging Zircaloy-2 billets to produce a
number of tubes 12.5 mm o.d. x 9.5 mm i.d. x 1 m long.
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Forging and rolling stainless steel, maraging steel, Zircaloy-
2, molybdenum, tungsten, copper, aluminium, iron and a number
of special alloys.

Arc melting 3k batches of materials including maraging steel
and titanium-aluminium, iron-molybdenum, nickel-molybdenum and
silver alloys.

Components manufactured by Engineering Services Department were
hardened, tempered, annealed, normalised, case hardened or stress relieved
as required. Components fabricated from beryllium included radiation
detector windows for CSIRO and a collimator for the Australian National
University. Glass, alumina and other ceramic materials were machined to
size. Where necessary, special welding techniques were used for fabri-
cation, e.g. TIG welding of sintered Monel.

5.2 Post-irradiation Handling and Materials Advice (N.W.D. Chrimes,
A. Ridal, G.J. Mitchell, P.A. Gillespie, R.J. Sterling)

Site projects were supported by performing post-irradiation handling
and examination, and by providing advice on the use of materials, applica-
tions of welding techniques and non-destructive testing. Examples of
the work in the various categories are outlined below.

Post-irradiation Handling

Maintenance of coarse control arms for HIFAR.

Transfer of irradiated isotope target materials to processing
areas.

Transfer of high level radioactive liquid waste (resulting
from processing UOa) from in-cell to the cell maintenance area
for decay storage.

Use of Materials. Applications. Welding Methods,
Non-destructive Testing

In collaboration with Isotope Division and Engineering Services
Department, work is continuing to develop a suitable capsule for con-
tainment of the radioactive zinc iodide source used in on-stream analysis
of copper. The capsule operates at a temperature of about 850°C so that
zinc iodide vapour fills an inner silica glass ampoule which is within a
steel outer can.

Operations with experimental capsules revealed a number of problems-.
During service the silica ampoules may crack and thus expose the outer
steel can to the zinc iodide vapour. Neutron and X-ray techniques have
been developed to examine the silica ampoules for cracks after various
periods of operation. These techniques will be used also to assess the
integrity of the capsules after final welding.

The outer steel capsule has been re-designed with hemispherical end
caps and is to be fabricated from AISI310 stainless steel. Assembly and
welding techniques for sealing the capsule are being developed.
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5-3 Ceramic Fabrication and Advisory Service (K.D. Reeve, E.J.
Ramm)

Isotope Production

The fabrication of 2 g enriched UOa pellets at a rate of 200 per
month for " Tc production continued on a routine basis.

A more efficient UOa target irradiation system for 99mTc production
was proposed, involving dispersing the required amount, of 235l!0n in MgO
rather than in natural UOj a-s at present, then singly cladding the UOa-
MgO pellets in aluminium tubing. This suggestion was taken up by
Isotope Division for progressive assessment. So far, the dissolution
rates of MgO and MgO-natural UOa pellets made by Ceramics Section have
been tested with satisfactory results, and unfuelled MgO pellets are now
to be neutron- irradiated to determine their irradiation stability.

Detailed advice has been given on the design of a small furnace to
be used in isotope manufacture. The furnace body and the intricate
close-fitting end plugs will be cast from a gelled sillimanite-ethyl
silicate slurry.

In connection with a proposed special titanium can for
irradiation, Ceramic Section's advice was sought on the thermal dif-
fusivity of MoOa. This property was measured on a cold-pressed and
sintered MoOa disc using the pulsed laser technique.

Advice to the Electricity Commission of NSW

At the request of ECNSW, a detailed examination was made of frag-
ments of the porcelain insulator of a large current transformer which
recently failed explosively at Vales Point Power Station. The work
undertaken included careful visual inspection of the fragments collected
by ECNSW, porosity and density measurements by water impregnation and
die penetrant checking, modulus of rupture tests, metallographic ex-
amination and thermal stress calculations. No unusual features were
detected in the porcelain in these tests and the contribution of any
undetected porcelain fault to the transformer's failure was considered
unlikely. However, from the nature and number of tests made in relation
to the large volume of porcelain involved, this possibility cannot be
definitely excluded. Thermal stress calculations revealed that, under
transformer fault conditions resulting from some other cause, an oil/
ambient temperature difference of 133°C might be expected to cause
thermal stress cracking in the porcelain, and that an internal pressure
of 2.3 MPa in the absence of thermal stress, or less in the presence of
thermal stress, would be necessary to cause bursting of the porcelain
insulator shell.

5.U Metallography

A wide range of metallographic investigations were carried out in
support of various research programs.



Optical Metallography
(E. Meller, R.A. Clissold, B.C. Cooper, J. Arthur)

Distribution of effort is given in the table below:

Project Allocation Man
Days

Site Research Allocation Man
Days

Uranixtm Fuel Cy<?le 283 Materials

Power & Energy

Site Management

Divisional

Nuclear Science &
Applications

TOTAL

119

100

Mechanical Development 60

Site Services & Consulting 50

Chemical Technology IT

Health Physics 1

5U8

Materials studied included chromium, nickel, molybdenum, tantalum,
niobium, Ti-Al alloys, Monel, tool steel, stainless steels, maraging
steels, carbon fibres, glass fibres, fibre composites, SiC, Si3H<,,
UOa-GdzOs, UClNiO, ZrOa refractories, ceramic insulators and fuel for
the high pressure hot water rig. Help was given to the Forestry Commission
of NSW, concerning induction hardening of swaged saw teeth. Assistance
was also given to various Site groups on aspects of investigation of
component failure.

5.5 Electron Microscopy (R.G. Blake, R.B. Warren, J.N. Winning)

The major aspect of service work has again been the study of maraging
steels using thin foil techniques. The aim has been to develop a better
appreciation of the relationship between microstructure and mechanical
properties which are highly sensitive to manufacturing and minor com-
positional variables. Other topics included: particle size and shape
measurement on barium peroxide powder, studies of the morphology and
size distribution of various quartz, rutile and ilmenite powders for
M.D. Research Company Pty Ltd, and phase studies on 30b stainless steel
from a steam generator for the Electricity Commission of NSW.

The copper windings on an intermediate lens of the JEM 7A electron
microscope became defective. Repairs were effected by a local engineering
firm, after special tools had been constructed by the Division. Sub-
sequently, the Australian subsidiary of the manufacturer (JEOL) has used
the tools to repair broken windings on another microscope in the Sydney
area. A limited amount of help, particularly using our STEM microscope,
was provided to microscopists from various universities in Sydney and
Adelaide .

5.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy/Microprobe Analysis (K.G. Watson)

Scanning electron microscopy and microprobe analysis are provided
as a service using our JSM U3 instrument. Most of the work has involved



maraging steels. Assistance has also been given to university scholars
through A1NSE.

5-7 X-ray Diffraction (C.J. Ball, K.G. Watson, G.T. Kane)

The X-ray diffraction group maintains two diffractometers and
various powder cameras for research and service work. Most of the
service requests require phase identification and accurate lattice
parameter measurements. Nevertheless, the bulk of the effort is devoted
to maraging steels where it is important to make quantitative measure-
ments of austenite in highly textured specimens. Assistance continues
to be provided to numerous AINSE scholars. Staff were also engaged in
the design of a high resolution neutron powder diffractometer.

The X-ray generators and counting equipment continue to break down.
Despite difficulties in obtaining spare parts for such aged units, the
service has remained operational with the help of Instrumentation and
Control Division.

6. PHYSICS DIVISION

6.1 Moala Reactor (T. Wall)

Moata was operated for a total of 33 megawatt hours in the year
ending August 1977> bringing the total fuel burnup to 211 MWh. Uranium
assay and neutron radiography were the principal uses.

6.2 Uranium Analysis (T. Wall)

Demand for the uranium analysis service from outside organisations
increased in 1977 and 5̂ 00 samples have been analysed to date, including
3000 from non-government bodies. Since a commercial service was offered
in June 197l*» 2k 5l»5 samples have been analysed. A further uranium
analysis rig is being installed on HIFAR.

6.3 Neutron Radiography (T. Wall, P.A. Gillespie' [Materials
Division], S.T. Willatt [La Trobe University])

Routine radiography of Qantas door thrusters continued at a rate of
approximately two per month.

A current AINSE project is a study of the development of root
growth in certain plants, using the Moata neutron radiography facilities.
Neutron radiography gives a photographic contrast between roots and soil
under natural growing conditions which cannot be obtained with X-ray or
other techniques. Time sequence neutron radiographs have been produced
which clearly show the rapid growth of root systems.

6.1| Distribution of Uranium in Animal Tissue (T. Wall,
K.W. Bentley [Occupational Health Research Section])

Solid state fission track recorders (SSTR) are being used to study
uranium distribution in biological tissues. Sections of tissue from
mice kidneys in contact with mica SSTR were irradiated in Moata and a
clear fission track distribution corresponding to the uranium distribu-
tions in the sections was produced after etching the SSTRs. This
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enabled areas of known tissue damage to be correlated with high uranium
concentration.

Publication

Bentley, K.W., Wall, T. & Wyatt, J.H. [1977] - Fission track analysis of
uranium distributions in biological tissues. A\istralian
Radiological Protection Society, Melbourne.

6.5 Criticality Safe Calculations (B.J. McGregor)

An investigation was made of the possible effect of the absence of
a cadmium layer from fissile material safes in the Nuclear Materials
Fabrication building. The layer was intended to reduce, or even cancel
out the interaction between safes which might result in the assembly of
a critical array. A number of arrays of possible cell loadings were
examined. As might be expected, the effect on total multiplication
factor of removing the cadmium was greatest for those systems where
total k „,. is low and many neutrons can leak out of each unit of the
array. On the other hand, for systems in which the individual cells are
nearly critical on their own, removal of the cadmium layer produced
smaller increases in the multiplication factor.

As part of the study a recommendation was made that the total
moderator mass limit be 15 kg for each cell.

7. HEALTH PHYSICS RESEARCH SECTION (D.R. Davy)

7.1 Radiation Standards (D.F. Urquhart, W.S. Badger, E.P. Johnson)

Work continued on the establishment of national and working stan-
dards of absorbed radiation dose. The main features of the year's work
are as follows.

The graphite calorimeter was shown to have good long term stability,
by repeated measurements of its response under standard conditions, to
a constant radiation source. No change in response beyond the expected
statistical fluctuations could be detected in over 12 months of testing.

2

A theoretical study was made of the effects on dose measurements of
'impurity materials' in the calorimeter such as heater wires, thermistors
and insulation and bonding materials used in its construction. Computer
calculations of appropriate correction factors have now been completed
for a wide range of radiation qualities.

Since the calorimeter is not readily portable, a small quick
reading working standard of absorbed dose is needed to propagate the
primary standard. For this purpose a secondary standard exposure meter,
designed by the National Physical Laboratory of Great Britain, was pur-
chased. It consists of a measuring assembly (current integrator) type
2560 and a graphite walled thimble chamber type 256l. The Delrin build-
up cap supplied with the chamber was replaced by a graphite build-up cap
and the chamber then calibrated against the calorimeter. This pre-
liminary calibration was made in a graphite phantom which simulated the
calorimeter. Tests on the long term stability of the 2561 chamber are
in progress.
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A large graphite phantom (30 cm diameter x 30 cm) was designed,
assembled and installed in the irradiation cell. This phantom was
modelled on a standard phantom used by the Bureau International des
Poids et Mesures for the international intercomparison of absorbed dose
standards. It will be used to compare various ion chambers, chemical
and other dosimeters with the working standard.

The Mcr.+e Carlo progi-an: GASIAIi was used to calculate changes in
radiation quality at various depths in phantoms of different dimensions
and materials for a wide range of radiation sources.

Apart from the purchase of some items, the hardware for a proposed
digital data acquisition system for the calorimeter was completed. This
will supplement the present analogue recording system.

7.2 Accident Conseouence Analysis (G.H. Clark, M.C.E. Petersen)

As part of the study of the proposed new research reactor (see Part
III Section 2.1), a preliminary analysis was made of the off-site con-
sequences of a reactor accident involving the release of above normal
quantities of a number of fission products.

On the basis of a postulated time profile of the fission products
released following the accident, and with isotopic quantities correspond-
ing to a burnup time of 100 days and a. 9-fuel element meltdown, the
dispersion of the various isotopes has been estimated in order to obtain
the maximum dose to an individual situated at the 1.6 km exclusion zone
boundary together with the population dose. The meteorological dispersion
was calculated with the aid of a modified version of the MESODIF puff
diffusion program. These outputs were then used to estimate individual
and population doses along various wind vectors over the adjacent popu-
lated area and forecast populations surrounding the Research Establishment.
From these data the risk to individuals and the population was estimated.
A draft report was referred to the Licensing and Regulatory Bureau.

Apart from current discussions on methodology with the Licensing
and Regulatory Bureau, the acquisition of a small network of wind
stations for installation through the Woronora River valley in the next
year should permit a substantial improvement in the level of confidence
of the present estimates.

7-3 Biological Services (J.R. McNeil)

Pathogen free rats and mice were supplied at the envisaged rate for
the on-site radiopharmaceutical development program. Toxicity testing
of PHYTEC commenced and guidelines for animal autopsy procedures are
being developed. A histology service has been started and will expand
as techniques under test become established after liaison with patholo-
gist s from the Sydney Univeristy's School of Medicine.

'Nude' mice are being supplied monthly to the Ludwig Foundation for
Cancer Research and the colony of animals is being expanded to meet
requests for monthly shipments to the Kanematsu Institute of Pathology
and the State Cancer Council.

Relocation, dislocation and. reduction of available floor space is
proving to be an increasing embarrassment.


